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Practical Theology As
A Practice Of Hope
Reflections on a discipline that connects

Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, Members of the University of Divinity Council,
College Principals, members of the Whitley College Council, esteemed Whitley
College Faculty, members of the Baptist Union of Victoria Council, colleagues
of the Baptist Union, family and friends. It is a great honour to stand here today
in front of you. It is with humility and thankfulness to you all that I present, my
inaugural lecture as Professor of Practical Theology.

1. Introduction - hope
1.1

I

A personal journey of hope

t is fair to say that much of our theologies are shaped in a close relationship with our
biographies.1 This is true for me. I grew up in a Christian family with my grandfather
as my role-model in spiritual life. He was a part-time minister of a small local evangelical
congregation in the southeast of the tiny little country called The Netherlands. I sat in
the front row for many years as a young boy, listening to his somewhat pietistic sermons,
which emerged from his deep personal faith. One morning while on a sleep over at his
home, I must have been 9 years old, my grandfather showed me a painting of a wonderful
sunset. Using it to deliver a talk on the future of the world, he outlined his belief the
day would come when all things would be made new and God would be all in all (cf. 1
Corinthians 15:28). The God of all hope would be all in all. I remember the impact of this
morning as I went back to our house just around the corner. It was this experience that
planted a little seed in my heart and mind: hope is something profound. Not just a generic
quality, but hope as a gift that shapes and forms the very quality of our lives itself.

From that day to this, the theme of hope has been part of my own journey and
discovery of the world, God and faith; woven into my own sense of calling in ministry.
As time went on and I begun to strongly disagree with my grandfather about so many
theological discourses, this single experience kept drawing our hearts together. He lived
out this hope until his very last breath, as he thanked the nurses gathered around his
deathbed for taking such good care of him. He expressed to them the hope they would
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1 James Wm. McClendon Jr, Biography as Theology. How Life Stories Can Remake Today’s Theology. Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2002.

know the God and Father he lived for all his life. To me this is proof of the strength that
is present in human lives in the midst of all kinds of pressures and hardships, in these
moments the truth of genuine hope rings true. It certainly did for my grandfather. This
was also Paul’s experience he voices in his second letter to the Corinthian church:
But we have this treasure in jars of clay to show that this all-surpassing great
power is from God and not from us. We are hard pressed on every side, but
not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned;
struck down, but not destroyed (2 Corinthians 4:7-9, NIV).
As much as the experience of hope is so
fundamental to me, I cannot close my eyes
for the ambivalence that connects so easily
to the experience of hope for so many in
our world today. This ambivalence can
be expressed in a variety of ways. George
Frederic Watts’ painting ‘Hope’ touched
me with this in mind.2 It depicts hope not
as the traditional anchor but blinded and
seated on a globe playing an instrument
like a lyre, with only one string unbroken.
She bends her head as she listens to music.
And one wonders: could the image possibly
be seen as well as conveying some sense
of desolation and despair? Doesn’t it also
breathe melancholy rather than a future
orientation towards a flourishing life?
Watt’s rendering of Hope sits within a long
2 George Frederic Watts (1817-1914) was a British painter and sculptor and as such associated with the
Symbolist movement. His work on Hope is seen as an allegorical work, like his Love and Life. These
paintings were intended to form part of an epic symbolic cycle called the “House of Life”, in which the
emotions and aspirations of life would all be represented in a universal symbolic language. Cf. https://
www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/george-frederic-watts-586 (accessed May 7, 2020).
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history of paintings and their artistic interpretations, dealing with this subject.3 Does
the painting reveal more Watts’s personal desolation after the death of his adopted
daughter? Or should we take a different angle and see the blindfolded character as a
sign that she sees with her heart? She only plays one string time and again and we
wonder: is this a string of hope? Watts painted this work in 1886, but it could have
easily been painted in 2020: a symbol of our contemporary despair, with the impact
of a pandemic, bushfires, global anxiety, loss, grief and more. The artwork allows
many interpretations as one would expect. And whatever the ambivalences may be
around hope, we need it more than ever. We need to be able to stretch our arms out to
something or someone. That is what makes us human. In times of floods, COVID-19,
abuse of power, BLM-protests, loneliness and fragmentation of life. We just need hope.
Hope for better circumstances. Hope for a future as we are all embedded in time. Hope
for better lives and relationships. Hope anticipates a reality that does not yet exist and
therefore it might be a risky enterprise to hope sometimes at all. In Greek mythology
hope, as the only thing remaining for human kind in Pandora’s box, did not really
symbolise something positive. 4 A lack of hope deregulates and creates anxiety and fear.
It is not an easy call to live from what has yet to come. But it is this posture of hope that
is at the heart of my lecture. And I will try to convey what is at the foundation of that
hope for myself as a professional believer and a practical theologian.

3 The Tate Britain website comments: ‘Watts appears to have drawn on several contemporary sources for
the figure of Hope. Her pose is comparable to Rossetti’s siren in A Sea Spell of 1877 (Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University) and also recalls Albert Moore’s sleeping women in Dreamers (1882, Birmingham
City Museum and Art Gallery). The bandaged head, denoting blindness, may be linked to the allegorical
figure of Fortune in Burne-Jones’s The Wheel of Fortune (c.1871, Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery,
Carlisle), which was once owned by Watts’. Cf. https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/watts-hope-n01640
(accessed May 7, 2020).
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4 In Greek mythology Pandora, who received a jar full of gifts, plagues and evils, could not resist to open
the lid of the jar and released all evil and diseases out of it into the world. According to the story she
quickly tried to put the lid back in place and she then succeeded in locking in ‘hope’. Hope became the
last thing left for human kind, some kind of consolation and comfort.

2. The eccentric nature of hope
My initial biographical notes bring me to what I see is at the very centre of practical
theology - that it is a practice of hope. By looking first of all at this theological core
in what follows, I will present some normative principles that shape my practicaltheological approach and perspective.
I take as my starting point that Christian hope is of an eccentric nature. Even though
hope looks like a characteristic of human nature, I agree with Kelsey that we need to
perceive hope as a gift that comes towards us from the outside. Hope is the deposit of
the future, a vulnerable part of eternal life, yet to be fully received and embraced. It is
not a psychological competency that we can develop within an educational program
called ‘how to become psychologically mature’. The possibility of hope is embedded in
the reality of God keeping his promises and drawing his creation into his future by his
endless love.5 Yet, as Kelsey contends, we live on borrowed time as we hope. Hope is a
gift that cannot be manipulated. It does not entail an evasion or denial of brokenness,
death and pain. Rather, hope can be present in circumstances that appear devoid of
possibility for anything approximating God’s future rule.6 Kelsey comments:
To understand oneself to be living on borrowed time is to understand
oneself to have a radically new gift of unanticipated, unearned, and
unplanned possibilities, It is to understand one’s world as the context
for a new start, a new life. By analogy, as spatio-temporal bodies, human
creatures both have and are their own time and space. In creating them,
God gives them time and space that is their own and for the use of which
they are accountable. God calls them to be wise in their stewardship of
their own time and space for the well-being of their proximate contexts,
including themselves. On the other hand, inasmuch as it is none other than
5 Cf. my inaugural lecture (April 7, 2011) titled Handelen in hoop. Geestelijk leiderschap en christelijke
presentie in een post-christelijke samenleving. [Acting in Hope. Spiritual leadership and Christian presence in a post-christian society]. Ede, CHE.
6 René Erwich & Jan van der Stoep, Longing for a Better World: Hope in Professional Practices. In: Christian Higher Education, 16:1-2. Abingdon: Routledge/Taylor & Francis. 107-115. http://dx.doi.org/10.10
80/15363759.2017.1250533.
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personal bodies in community who are caught up in the circumambient
triune God’s mission to draw creation to eschatological consummation, they
also concurrently live on borrowed time. It is the time of the triune God’s mission in and through changes in creaturely cultures and societies to actualize
eschatological blessing. It is the proleptically present time of God’s future for
creation, not time that is the creature’s own just because they are creatures.
It is the time of a radically new start and a new life.7
Living on borrowed time and living on their own time may cause all kinds of
contradictory practices, however this tension needs to stay in tact to enable human
flourishing. I believe that this articulation of hope is present in or even at the forefront
of many New Testament texts. I have chosen to elaborate on one particular text from
1 Peter, as it serves not only as a core-text for our discourse but also gives a thorough
illustration of hope as flourishing on borrowed time.

2.1

1 Peter 3:15-16 and the discourse of hope
But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an
answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you
have. But do this with gentleness and respect, keeping a clear conscience, so
that those who speak maliciously against your good behaviour in Christ may
be ashamed of their slander
(1 Peter 3:15-16 NIV).

The letter of 1 Peter, and this passage specifically, takes us back into a special context
of the situation of Christians in Asia Minor. Feldmeier and others have convincingly
argued that the context of suffering the Christians addressed in this letter, mainly
consists in problems stemming from the hostility towards the Christian community by
a pagan society.8 The whole letter is determined by this major problem. It is not so much
7 David H. Kelsey, Eccentric existence. A Theological Anthropology. Volume 1. Louisville: WJK, 2009. 480.
Kelsey’s work on his theological anthropology consists of two volumes.
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8 Reinhard Feldmeier, The First Letter of Peter: A Commentary on the Greek Text. Translated by P.H. Davids.
Waco: Baylor University Press, 2008. Patrick T. Egan, Ecclesiology and the Scriptural Narrative of 1 Peter.
Cambridge: Clark & Co, 2017. Paul J. Achtemeier, 1 Peter. A Commentary on First Peter. Minneapolis:
Augsburg Fortress Press, 1996.

the government that is causing problems for the young community (cf. 1 Peter 2:13f.),
rather it is the social interaction with neighbours which is at the heart of the trouble.9
Hostility is everywhere, there are accusations, there is suffering and people receive
threats (1 Peter 2:12, 23; 3:14-17). At the root of the hostility lies the incompatibility of the
exclusive worship of the God of Israel with the sacrally based ancient society.10 If the
state and its structures are meant to be seen as sacred, clearly this was a ‘no go zone’
for this young Christian community. It rejected participation in a number of general
public and social activities because it would otherwise mean being confronted with
pagan realities at every corner. As a result they looked like quite an isolated fellowship
developing a ‘social hostile mindset’.11 The level of exclusivity they lived from was hard
to understand for the ancient mind. Feldmeier states:
In a word, Christians had consciously placed themselves outside the
religiously determined life context and had become “foreign” to it. Correspondingly, they were in the end experienced as a foreign body despite
their varied interactions with the ancient society and its institutions—a foreign
body that through its very existence jeopardized their societal foundations,
that through its expansion disturbed peace and order and so was subversive.
Characteristic of this are the metaphors of sickness, plague, or epidemic
that have, so to speak, struck the body of the Roman Empire. Perhaps the
masses were not able to express the idea so pithily as did the historians and
philosophers, but they certainly experienced it similarly: in the slander, in the
suspicion, and in the mockery, the distance that the pagans around them felt
from the Christians is clear.12
Important to note is that this rejection should not be interpreted as a total negation
9 Feldmeier, o.c., 2.
10 Feldmeier, o.c., 4-5.
11 Feldmeier, o.c., Feldmeier quoting Wlosok. 5.
12 Feldmeier, o.c.,: ‘This separation of Christians in daily life is clearly expressed by Caecilius in the Octavius of Minucius Felix, when he accuses, “. . . you keep yourselves far from every entertainment, even from
the most respectable ones. You go to no plays, do not take part in parades, disdain the public meals;
you abhor the games in honor of the gods, the meat and wine offered on the altars . . . you do not adorn
your heads with flowers, groom your bodies with good smelling essences; spices are used by you only
for the dead, and you don’t even have a wreath left over for your graves” (Min, Oct 12.5)’. 10.
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of the world but it is the consequence of belonging to God which is emphasised
throughout the whole letter. There is this new ‘society’ they belong to, however there
are no traces of a dualistic approach to reality at the same time. This then also counters
the risk I see in a mere sociological analysis of the context.13 The different social
attitude is grounded in a deep theological conviction and cannot be seen as something
separate.14 Their conversion experience led them into a different reality, the rule of God
in Christ and now they are therefore urged to live good lives as foreigners and exiles (1
Peter 2:11-12). The experienced suffering is not a sign of being abandoned or orphaned by
God but a sign of belonging to him. Miroslav Volf states:
How does this Christian distance from society that is religious and social
come about? First Peter answers: through the new birth into the living
hope. “Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great
mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through the resurrection
of Jesus Christ from the dead” (1:3). The new birth, whose subject is the
merciful and electing God (1:2), creates a twofold distance. First it is a new
birth. It distances from the old way of life, inherited from one’s ancestors
(1:18) and transmitted by the culture at large - a way of life characterized by
the lack of knowledge of God and by misguided desires (1:14). Second, it is a
birth into a living hope. It distances one from the transitoriness of the present
world, in which all human efforts ultimately end in death. In more abstract
theological terms, the new birth into the living hope frees people from the
meaninglessness of sin and hopelessness of death. Christian difference is
therefore not an insertion of something new into the old from outside, but a
bursting out of the new precisely within the proper space of the old.15
They are foreigners and exiles with a different self-understanding from the surrounding
world that is deeply linked to their eschatological existence. It is in this context that
13 John H. Elliott, A Home for the Homeless: A Sociological Exegesis of 1 Peter, Its Situation and Strategy.
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981. 21-58; 129-132.
14 Others like Horrell tried to overcome the either or of public and social hostility versus physical persecution by suggesting that both could have been the case, based on a broader view on persecution under
the Roman Caesar. Cf. David G. Horrell, 1 Peter. NTG. London: T. & T. Clark, 2008.
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15 Miroslav Volf, Captive To The Word of God. Engaging The Scriptures for Contemporary Theological Reflection. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2010. 71-72.

the words of 1 Peter 3:15-16 receive their meaning. The audience is urged to contrast the
ever present fear with the even more present hope that resides in them. Fear is simply
not a Christian habit! Since Christ has been sanctified in their hearts, it functions as the
opposite of fear for any other human being. The presence of Christ is a deposit of divine
presence in the midst of these difficult circumstances and gives them the strength
to share their lives filled with hope.16 With gentleness and respect they are called to
readiness for dialogue about the hope that is in them, as a guiding principle of the new
life.17 Hope, with its eccentric nature, given to Christians in difficult situations, becomes a
driving force in their direct living environment. It is hope oriented and directed towards
the good life with others. And this should shape their daily practice.
It is this recognition that needs further theological reflection as we try to connect it to our
current context. What is the posture in our cultures today towards this kind of hope? What
kind of traces of this particular hope do we find? Or do we need to look in other directions
like so many seem to do? Is hope as a theological discourse still a conversation partner or
have other scientific partners (psychology, philosophy, physics) taken theology’s place?
From this perspective it is necessary to walk around our theme of hope a bit further and
listen to some other voices, in order to shape my own provisional framework of hope.

2.2

Other voices on hope

Two interesting and challenging perspectives, come from a systematic theologian like
Kärkkäinen and the theoretical physicist Polkinghorne.18 Both thinkers are interested
in constructing viable concepts of hope, be it from a more eschatological perspective.
They demonstrate clearly two things: first of all the need for connections between the
various scientific discourses and dialogues on hope and second they are focused on the
relevance of theological reflections for our religious practices. I treat them therefore as
two challenging voices, needing to be heard and where necessary I will engage with
16 Cf. Patrick T. Egan, Ecclesiology and the Scriptural narrative of 1 Peter. Cambridge: Clarke & Co, 2017.
177-178. Egan also elaborates on the influence of Isaiah 8:12-13 on this specific text in 1 Peter.
17 Feldmeier, o.c.
18 Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community. Volume 5. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2017.
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other related voices as well.
Kärkkäinen, in his volume on Hope and Community with the goal of creating ‘a
constructive christian theology for the pluralistic world’, draws our attention towards
the possibility and the conditions for a christian eschatology.19 From the outset he sees
the ‘development of a viable constructive eschatology for the sake of the religiously
pluralistic and secular culture of the globalizing world’, conditioned by the extent
to which this takes into account the various dimensions or spheres of influence.
He suggests therefore that whenever we speak about hope from an eschatological
perspective, we cannot just rely on the personal and communal dimensions, but will
need to take into account more complex thinking about general human and cosmic
destiny, which affects us all. Conversations about present and future hope are not to
be separated from the visions of the end in our culture and society. In his introduction
Kärkkäinen guides us through the various interesting perspectives and visions of the
end. He makes a clear point that throughout history and cultures we have seen the
pendulum swing from highly religiously loaded eschatologies to more secular versions.
Whether it is Marx, Nietzsche, or Fukuyama with his confidence in the victory of freemarket capitalism, or even neo-marxist projections and fear for super-ideologies or
what has been labeled ‘physical eschatology’, as the scientific branch looking at the
possible collapse of the universe. One thing is evident: we all try to make sense of
what life may look like in the future. Even if near-end expectations of young Christian
communities waned after the first centuries, new movements of eschatological hope
and various expressions of the end came and went. Kärkkäinen may be somewhat
critical of many of the psychological and philosophical voices that contributed to a
kind of eclipse of a theological interest in eschatology in Christian traditions and circles
(Freud, Feuerbach, Russell), but he also perceives attempts to rediscover and reconceive
traditional concepts.
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19 Kärkkäinen, o.c., xvi-xvii. According to Kärkkäinen ‘the goal of the series is to present a novel, dynamic
constructive Christian theology for the pluralistic world shaped by cultural, ethnic, sociopolitical, economic, and religious diversity, as well as the unprecedented influence of the sciences’. Kärkkäinen is
aware of the risks of such a ‘hybrid’ project but somehow defends this by referring to the necessity of
doing theology interdisciplinary. And cf. also John Polkinghorne, The God of Hope and The End of the
World. Harrisonburg: Yale University Press, 2003.

Tensions rise immediately when the not so positive imagery of some current
natural sciences regarding the future of humanity and the cosmos are brought into
conversation with traditional Christian understandings of the future and the afterlife.
As we will hear from scientists like Polkinghorne, some of the existing scientific views
on the total annihilation of the cosmos, do not immediately give good reasons for hope.
And this annihilation goes much further than current ecological futurists predict,
if we trust his judgment. Kärkkäinen builds his own discourse strongly on recent
scholarly work in the area of physical eschatology, which to a certain degree has a very
straightforward depiction of the future of the cosmos: decay and annihilation. He is
genuinely interested in a serious engagement of theology with natural sciences. Of
course, we need to be mindful not to speculate too much into the unknown. However,
in general according to Kärkkäinen and many others, predictions about the far-distant,
distant and near future are not positive. In summary: we are looking at the sun
changing into a red giant engulfing the orbits of the earth, our galaxy will have ended
in 40-50 billion years, massive stars will have become black holes, a closed universe will
have grown to its maximum size and will probably collapse and as a result, all carbonbased lifeforms will have been destroyed. This scenario is of course not a welcome one.
Polkinghorne in a similar way underlines the various scientific responses to this ‘dark
place’. Supporters of a first response, would see the human life and existence as a period
of transition (just over three minutes?); humanity to them is no more than just a little
speck of dust in the ruins of the universe.20 Polkinghorne:
According to this point of view, the only fitting attitude is a stoic defiance
in the face of threatened futility. All culture, including science, will be no
more than a transient episode, but while human society lasts it represents a
small island of self-created meaning, around which laps the ocean of cosmic
meaninglessness.21
Others adhere to the so called total view, in which meaning is to be found in some kind
20 Cf. Steven Weinberg, The First Three Minutes: A Modern View Of The Origin Of The Universe. Basic
Books, 1993 (2nd edition).
21 John Polkinghorne, The God of Hope and The End of the World. Harrisonburg: Yale University Press,
2003. 21.
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of atemporal life:
While the universe may end badly, perhaps it is to the complete sweep
of cosmic history, considered as a whole from beginning to end, that we
should look if we wish to discern its significance. Meaning is to be found in
the whole process and not in individual events. Such an attitude would be
reinforced if it were true, as some believe, that it is the atemporal entity of
the whole spacetime continuum that is the true reality, and our impression
that we participate in a moving historic present is a trick of human
psychological perspective.22
This second response seems problematic since there is no real renewal but only a static
preservation of what life has been, without any hope for completion and fulfilment
of life. Yet another and third response, known as physical eschatology, focuses on the
survival of intellectual life beyond the destruction of our planet and sees opportunities
for reengineering embodiment, possibly even in forms of silicon-based life. Of a
highly speculative nature is a variation on the same theme. This forms the basis of an
argument for the development of a cosmic computer called Omega, with the capacity to
‘resurrect’ human beings:
He [Tipler] considers the case of a collapsing universe, which he believes
could be manipulated so that its final phase would correspond to the
whole cosmos becoming an ever-faster racing computer, fuelled by the
shear energy of the collapse and capable of processing an infinite amount of
information in its dying gasp. In a curious echo of Teilhard de Chardin, Tipler
calls this ultimate cosmic computer Omega, regarding it as constituting
a ‘physical god’. He even believes that Ω would ‘resurrect’ human beings
by creating computer emulations of them in the course of its final highly
energetic phase.23
The final response Polkinghorne addresses is the so called endless fertility response. The
idea is there is a constant bubbling-up of baby-universes. Some are so vital they get
blown up by a kind of inflation and then enjoy a cosmic lifetime:
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Many such bubbles just fade away, but some are blown up, by a process
called inflation, into entities of cosmic dimensions, enjoying cosmic
lifetimes.We are believed, by those who espouse this view, to be living in
one such longlived fluctuation. In the end our particular bubble will burst,
but others ‘elsewhere’ will come into existence as its successors.The cosmic
pot will boil away ‘for ever’.24
Of course, the big remaining question once we digest this, is: how does this share and
communicate meaning and hope at all?25 Kärkkäinen rightly comments that most of
these responses are of a highly speculative nature lacking in a high-level of consensus.
Even more problematic is the extent to which these responses are unable to converse
with the philosophical and theological questions people have; and finally the extent to
which they could quickly lead to a lack of responsibility for taking care of the planet.26
This brings us back to Kärkkäinen’s framework for a constructive and valid eschatology
in which hope is at the centre. I am neither interested in developing an eschatology
nor in deeply elaborating the complex relationship between science and theology. I
am however interested in making sure the way I theologise about hope reflects some
of the intricate connections between personal and communal hope and that my own
discourse embraces (even though they are provisional) some thought about human
and cosmic destiny. A vision of hope needs to include the impact of salvation on human
life, not just on the individual but even more when I talk about the communities of
faith and in the end also it needs to include humanity as such. That is what should be
a concern to theology.27 Christian hope embraces all creation, even more when until
24 Polkinghorne, o.c. 26.
25 Polkinghorne, o.c. 96, states: ‘The question of eschatological hope is also the question of the fundamental meaningfulness of human life within creation. Are those moments of our deep experience when we
glimpse that reality is trustworthy and that all will be well, intimations of our ultimate destiny or merely
fleeting and illusory consolations in a world of actual and absolute transience? Moltmann says, ‘Our
question about life, consequently, is not whether our existence might possibly be immortal, and if so
what part of it; the question is: will love endure, the love out of which we receive ourselves, and which
makes us living when we ourselves offer it. If God is, as Christians believe, the God of love, then love will
indeed endure’.

22 Polkinghorne, o.c., 22.

26 Kärkkäinen, o.c.

23 Polkinghorne, o.c., 24.

27 Polkinghorne, o.c., 11. ‘The spatial scale of much theological thinking is terrestrial, its timescale that of
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this very point, as we understand Paul, creation is locked into decay, there is a sense of
cosmic groaning (Romans 8:18ff.).28 It is an eccentric vision of hope that is linked in with
the liberating activity of the Spirit of the Triune God in which the tensions between
the ‘not-yet’ and the ‘already’ of resurrection power are kept in balance. It is not a vision
in which the world is a ‘closed box’ that only allows space for human reparative action
and justice. And it is at the same time not a vision in which creation is interpreted as
a burning home one can easily jump out of. The latter approach is problematic and
pretends to know that creation-care is not at all an option. A crucial question to ask
would be how negative scenarios about the future of the earth and cosmos relate to
specific approaches to creation-care and how this would affect our common humanity.
In order to address this tension, a fundamental dialogue between science and
religion needs to be at the forefront. I refer once more to this needed dialogue without
embarking too much on that discourse. In a fascinating interview, McLeish outlines a
perspective in which misunderstandings about the relationship between science and
Christian faith are tabled and a clear commitment to the development of a theology
of science is made.29 McLeish pleads for moving beyond hostile perceptions of the

“

a theology
of science
for me ... is
the story
of making
friends
again with
creation...”

human history. Yet theology’s real concern must be able to embrace the whole of created reality and
the totality of cosmic history. In retrospect, in relation to the doctrine of creation, this has become widely acknowledged. Prospectively, in relation to eschatological fulfilment, there has been less extensive
acceptance of all that this entails. But, if we are concerned with questions of ultimate significance, we
cannot restrict ourselves to the domesticated horizon of simple human recollection and human expectation. The importance of the fact of cosmic collapse or decay is not diminished by its being so many
billions of years in the future. The gloomy prognostications of scientific cosmology press upon theology
the necessity to recognise the seriousness of future threats and the vast timescales over which they operate. Whatever hopes there might be of human progress within history, they can amount to no more
than a stay of execution of a sentence of inevitable futility. It is clear that a kind of evolutionary optimism
that seeks a lasting fulfilment within the unfolding process of the present world is just not possible for
us. Heraclitus was right, and all is in a state of flux. ‘In our world, the cost of the evolution of novelty is
the certainty of its impermanence’. Not only is this true of species, but it is true also of the whole of carbon-based life, everywhere it may come to exist. Eventually it will prove only to have been a transient
episode in cosmic history’.
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28 This is not the place to develop an ecological theology. I agree with Louw and others that the close relationship between Christ and the cosmos (cf Romans 8:18-25) needs to be addressed. Christology and
cosmology should be connected according to Louw. Cf. Daniel J, Louw, Dreaming the Land in Hope: Towards a Practical Theological Ecclesiology of Cura Terrae. In: Hans-Georg Ziebertz, Friedrich Schweitzer
(eds.), Dreaming the Land. Theologies of Resistance and Hope. Berlin: LIT, 2007.
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relationship between faith and science and reframes the connections. He posits it
may well start with a new and fresh reading of creation stories throughout Scripture.
Rereading and reinterpreting a multitude of texts, e.g Psalm 33 and Romans 8, we might
begin to open up a new relationship with the whole created order:
So, a theology of science for me is with all this rich biblical material
throughout Scripture in mind, is the story of making friends again with
creation. Again, Paul talks about our job as Christians, as part of the people
of God, as the “ministry of reconciliation”. You might say that for Paul, being
a Christian is about healing broken relationships. I love that for its simplicity.
Everyone gets that; you don’t have to know deep theology or Old Testament
to know that mending broken relationships is something we all need and the
world needs badly. One of those broken relationships is, I think, between
people, humans, and the material world. We don’t understand it, we don’t
know about it, we don’t treat it very well, we’re frightened of the way it treats
us (storms, earthquakes, tsunamis, all that stuff) ... We’re uncomfortable;
we’re like fish out of water, even though we’re in the water. Why is that?30
McLeish’s emphasis on a theology of science as ‘making friends with creation’, is
thought-provoking. According to McLeish both the Psalmist and Paul are ‘telling a
creation story on the journey of a past to the realisation of a future hope’. For him it
involves a reframing of science into becoming a supporter of healing our relationship
with nature.31
29 The interview, conducted by Chris Mulherin, October 2015. http://www.iscast.org/articles/McLeish-Interview_Chris%20Mulherin-October-2015.pdf. (accessed 15 May 2020).
30 Cf. http://www.iscast.org/articles/McLeish-Interview_Chris%20Mulherin-October-2015.pdf (accessed
15 May 2020).
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31 McLeish: ‘Then you look at the data; you have to do good science. You see, one of the reasons I find it
sort of frustrating to set up science and religion in opposition to each other is because I think that science is what you do when God tells you to find out, to look after, and to heal our relationship with nature.
It’s actually part of religious belief; it’s not in any sense opposed to it. Science is the toolkit God gives us
to respond to his command to look after nature. So, you do the science and you measure, and you find
out this complicated and difficult stuff. I should say, whenever the Bible talks about our relationship with
the natural world, the context is nearly always pain. There’s a clue in there. Think of Job: suffering. Think
of Genesis and then the briers and thorns and the pain of childbirth. Think of Paul in Romans: think of
the groaning of all creation. This is all painful stuff. It’s difficult and not straightforward, but hard work
involved in healing—as all healing is hard work—is what we can expect. And then there’s a responsibility

McLeish’s work needs follow-up for sure. In the context
of this lecture I will not pursue his approach and rather
focus on what is at the core of a practical theology as a
practice of hope that connects to current challenges. As
mentioned before, a vision of hope needs to include the
impact of salvation on human life. In theological terms we
need a a vision of hope in which the ongoing invitation
to participate in God’s communion of love is shared and
lived out to the full, as Rublev’s famous icon conveys.32
This ongoing invitation itself is exactly what leads to an
experience where faith, hope and love are woven into
a new life-giving fabric that enables people to act with
hope. The connection between faith, hope and love takes
us back to the apostle Paul and his insistence on this very
relationship.33 There is a relationship between the enduring love of God, his steadfast
holding on to humanity, the resurrection of Jesus and Christian hope. Again, it is not
about naive optimism, or the many attempts to seek hope solely on the basis of it being
a positive attitude. The secular belief in hope is given force because of its reliance on
self-confidence and progress, while at the same time needing to contend with dramatic
international conflicts, natural catastrophes and increasing terror. The resulting tension
of which results in a loss of hope. In contrast to this secular hope, Christian hope
of advising politics, nations, industry, in how we could and should change our behaviour in order to
care for creation and prevent harmful outcomes. So climate science, if you articulated it, falls right in
the centre of this theology of science’. For the link to the full text of the interview, see note 27. McLeish
published a very interesting work on the broader theme, also on the general claims of science in: Tom
McLeish, Faith & Wisdom in Science. Oxford: OUP, 2014.
32 Rublev’s icon ‘The Trinity of the Old Testament’ (1411 or 1425-27) prayerfully communicates the invitation to participate in God’s divine life. As such it is an icon of hope. Icons had to be painted according to
very specific rules. The colours in the icon refer to the various persons of the Trinity. The figure of Christ
(red/brown and blue, red/brown referring to Christ’s human nature, blue referring to his divine nature;
green referring to God the Spirit, transparent gold referring to God the Father).
33 Cf. 1 Corinthians 15:12-19 (NIV). Faith, resurrection and hope are brought and held together in a profound way, for life here and now and for life to come.
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[l]ies in the divine chesed, God’s steadfast love, and not in some Hellenistic
belief in an unchanging realm of ideas or an intrinsic immortality of the
human soul. Christian trust in divine faithfulness is reinforced by the
knowledge that God is the One who raised Jesus from the dead. Only such
a God could be the ground for that hope against hope that transcends the
limits of any natural expectation. This means that a credible eschatology
must find its basis in a ‘thick’ and developed theology.34
Reflecting on hope in this sense, Rublev’s icon and
Watts’s painting Hope stand in a stark contrast.
Indeed two very different pieces of art, created in
different contexts with different purposes. The icon
reveals more than ‘a string of hope’, as it seeks to
prayerfully serve as a window of hope. I would like
to contend that it is an icon of hope. It shapes the
expectation to enter into a flourishing life, a life
lived in hope and the experience of God’s goodness
and steadfast love. Hope is not blindfolded, unaware of the reach and impact of
participating in God’s presence, but embraced and safeguarded in the midst of darkness
and injustice.
I want to bring us back to Kelsey’s thinking here once more. There is a sense in which
Kelsey’s reflections about human hope and its eccentric nature can be connected
with Rublev’s icon. As already mentioned, it communicates the loving invitation to
communion and life with the Triune God as Father, Son, and Spirit form and inhabit
their community of love. Thus, they appear at the table and invite people to join in
their communion and in the life of love. Guests sit down at the open space and are
welcomed in. This particular connection and integration with Father, Son, and Spirit
conveys a sense of hope for the future. Sharing at this table of communion strengthens
the human desire for justice and peace in an ultimate way. The eccentric character of
communion is that it reaches out to people. The divine love is not enclosed within itself
but seeks to be shared with all those who are open to receive it.
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34 Polkinghorne, o.c. 94-95.

Therefore, the focus and function of hope is to make
people flourish, it is indeed flourishing on borrowed
time. Hope can be present in circumstances
that appear devoid of possibility for anything
approximating God’s eschatological rule. Kelsey
defined the latter as the ultimate fulfilment of
hope, when God will be ‘all in all’ and creation will be renewed.35 The Triune God who
brings all broken creation to completion invites people to partake in his eternal life.
For Kelsey, the certainty of this invitation and divinely appointed future is the core of
hope. God changes lives and the environments into hopeful contexts. Whenever people
answer God’s invitation to partake in his divine love and life, they are transformed
into being more hopeful people. This hope connects with (and is a specific form of) the
deep human longing for the good life; it is given from the other side, very often beyond
our own resources and realities. By implication, according to Kelsey, it could easily
be concluded that people who are not living from this perspective are without hope.
However, this claim does not hold, given that Kelsey underlined a specific Christian
perspective of hope that he values and sees as meaningful. Hope will never be complete
without this eccentric nature. Hope, therefore, is a reaction in which an attitude of
expectation can be seen. People dare to expect the transformation of their lives on the
basis of this divine initiative. Therefore, it makes sense to participate in the life God
offers. A life with God changes people, even if the circumstances do not always change.
The icon represents hope through the images of the table and the cup. The communion
of love structures daily life, even in times of despair. Hope does not push suffering aside,
but rather is life-giving in the expectation of God fulfilling his promises. Justice and
peace reign in this joyful anticipation of a new creation.
Kelsey refuses to limit hope to the private sphere, advocating that hope demands to be
lived out in public practice. He takes practices of hopeful living as practices that must
be used to flourish. Hope needs to incarnate in spaces where liberation, wholeness of
life, renewal, and social justice are absent. Helpful in this context is Ricoeur’s thinking
about hope. Others have pointed out there seems to be a certain affinity between
35 Kelsey, o.c. 501 ff.
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Moltmann’s theology of hope and Ricoeur’s analysis of hope in that he brings a
philosophical foundation to the discourse on hope.36 This is exactly where my interest is,
because there is an additional aspect that needs to be added here. Conceptualising hope
well means recognising the goodness of creation as well as the dark realities of violence,
terror and decay.37 For Ricoeur this implies a definition of hope as an expectation of
some future good and at the same time an expectation which must be acted upon for
the good and the flourishing of oneself and others.38 This resonates in many ways with
Moltmann’s emphasis on the promissio and missio-side of hope. The promise-character
of the Gospel-narrative in terms of the arrival of God’s Kingdom in Jesus Christ, cannot
be separated from the mission-character of the same. Promissio and missio are the two
legs the Christian church has to walk on, otherwise she will fall over. These two are
normative for hope to be genuine and effective.
This Kingdom perspective of hope thus has the potential to radically change social
realities. Abuse of power must be stopped. Where possible, human suffering must be
ended or at least ameliorated. This position does not mean that the Kingdom of God
will be realised in the present. However, Christians should act in hope and nurture
practices with the quality of God’s love and the inspiration of the Spirit who renews all
things. According to Kelsey, it is this joyful hope that stretches believers from the ‘not
yet’ of the present to the ‘yet’ of a better future. Fear is not a Christian habit, hope is. It
is with this focus on nurturing practices of hope that I now turn to the third part of this
lecture: practical theology as a practice of hope.

36 David Stewart, In Quest of Hope: Paul Ricoeur and Jürgen Moltmann. In: Restoration Quarterly 13.1
(1970):31-52. Stewart writes: ‘Ricoeur and Moltmann recognize the ambiguity of human existence and
the deviation between man’s incarnate existence snd his future possibilities’. (50).
37 Cf. Rebecca K. Huskey, Paul Ricoeur on Hope. Expecting the Good. Phenomenology & Literature series,
Vol.6. New York: Peter Lang, 2009.
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38 A further analysis of the important influences of Kant, Kierkegaard and Bloch on Ricoeur’s thinking on
hope would be of great interest but is not possible in the context of this lecture. Huskey focuses on hope
as horizon (Kant), hope as (fragile) possibility (Kierkegaard) and hope as active principle (Bloch).

3. Practical theology
as a practice of hope
Our journey regarding hope started with some personal reflections and then moved
onto a few biblical-theological reflections based on 1 Peter 3:15. The implications
are clear: give to everyone who asks you the reason for the hope you have. I have
demonstrated how hope was meaningful in the context of the early Christian
communities: the presence of the risen Christ functioned as a deposit of divine presence
in the midst of very difficult social circumstances. Christians were called to actively
apply this experience of hope in their own environments. This call to share the impact
of the relationship with God, led us to reflect on a variety of theological voices and
one major narrative to hold on to: hope is central to God’s dealing with humanity,
cosmos and creation and has strong transformative power in personal and communal
life. Rublev’s icon was used to illustrate this narrative. These reflections serve as a
foundation for what I have called practical theology as a practice of hope. But where are
the connections?

3.1

Practical theology
Practical theology is ultimately a normative project guided by the desire to
make a difference in the world.39
Ultimately, practical theology is normatively and eschatologically
oriented. That is, it not only describes how people live as people of faith in
communities and society, but it also considers how they might do so more
fully both in and beyond this life and world.40

In the above quotations from Bonnie Miller-McLemore draws our attention to what lies
39 Bonnie Miller-McLemore, Practical Theology. In: Charles H. Lippy & Peter W. Williams, Encyclopedia of
Religion in America. Washington: CQ Press, 2010. 1739-1743.
40 Miller-McLemore, o.c. 1740.
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at the heart of practical theology. It is about making a difference in today’s world. Not just
describing the religious practices of communities but drawing us beyond that to focus
on what makes for a good and flourishing life, a life characterised by hope and hopeful
living. I will demonstrate that this important normative framework leads to what I have
identified is at the core of practical theology: its functioning as a practice of hope.
It is important to bring a bit more precision to the the concepts and terminology we
use here, even though I am not embarking on a lengthy discourse of definitions. Others
have done so elsewhere. 41 In general the term practical theology is used in at least four
different ways that require some further explanation. However, it would even be better
to speak about practical theology as encompassing four different but inter-related
enterprises or activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Practical theology as a theological sub-discipline with academic aspirations
Practical theology as the daily theological reflection and activity of believers
Practical theology as a set of educational theological curricula/programs
Practical theology as a method for studying theology in practice. 42

41 Cf. Richard R. Osmer, Practical Theology. An Introduction. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008; Ray S. Anderson, The Shape of Practical Theology. Empowering Ministry with Theological Praxis. Downers Grove: IVP
Academic, 2001. Annemie Dillen & Stefan Gärtner, Praktische Theologie. Verkenningen aan de grens.
Tielt: Lannoo, 2015; Chris A.M. Hermans & Mary E. Moore (eds.), Hermeneutics and Empirical Research
in Practical Theology. The Contribution of Empirical Theology by Johannes A. van der Ven. Empirical
Studies in Theology 11. Leiden: Brill, 2004; Christian Grethlein, Praktische Theologie. Berlin: De Gruyter,
2012. For an interesting classification of the various approaches to practical theology I would recommend to read Richard R. Osmer’s article ‘Practical theology: A current international perspective’ (2011),
in: HTS Teologiese Studies/ Theological Studies 67(2), http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/hts.v67i2.1058. Osmer
deals in the article with the different levels from which the various approaches operate. He discerns the
following major approaches: (1) A postmodern transforming practice approach (Chopp et alii); (2) An
American hermeneutical approach (Browning et alii); (3) A Dutch South African empirical approach (Pieterse et alii); (4) A Christo-praxis approach (Anderson et alii); (5) An American neo-Aristotelian practices
approach (Bass/Dykstra); (6) An American Barthian approach (Hunsinger et alii); (7) The theory–praxis
relationship (Graham et alii).
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42 Bonnie Miller-McLemore describes the development of practical theology in colourful terminology
as she writes: ‘Practical theology is a term commonly used in Christian theology for a general way of
doing theology concerned with the embodiment of religious belief in the day-to-day lives of individuals
and communities. Its subject matter is often described through generic words that suggest movement
in time and space, such as action, practice, praxis, experience, situation, event, and performance. Its
subject is also associated with action-oriented religious words, such as formation, transformation, discipleship, witness, ministry, and public mission’. In: Charles H. Lippy & Peter W. Williams, Encyclopedia of

The first use refers to practical theology as a discipline within the wider range of
theological disciplines. Like biblical studies, historical theology and systematic theology,
there is an enterprise called practical theology with a wide range of methodologies
and methods that makes a serious attempt to support the other three enterprises.
Core questions in this discipline include: what is the most appropriate methodology to
study certain practices and experiences; what are the opportunities and boundaries
regarding connections with the social sciences when we study these practices etc. 43
A second approach uses practical theology specifically in relationship to the daily
theological reflection of believers. We could speak here of the inherent theology of
people’s actions in daily life. A nice walk in a beautiful park could become a place for
theology, or a conversation about the meaning of life with our children could suddenly
become a discovery place of theology. 44
Immediately, this clarifies possible connections between this use of the term practical
theology and its use as an academic theological discipline. On one hand people
who are objects in practical theology (that is, people and their religious practices), for
example, research in a scientific approach to practical theology, become the subject in
the approach to practical theology as theological reflection of daily life. A further third
use of the term refers to practical theology as a set of disciplines that are connected
directly to educational institutions such as seminaries. Practical theology then shows
a broad range of sub-disciplines in its portfolio: homiletics, pastoral and spiritual care,
catechetics, congregational studies, spirituality etc. Clearly, there are no black-andwhite boundaries between these sub-disciplines and each comprehends very different
practices, the outworking of which can be seen in their various curricula. A fourth and
final use of the term practical theology refers to its function as a specific methodology.
By using practical theology as such it becomes a collection of methods or approaches
that are focused on improving religious practices. A project looking into church
Religion in America. Washington: CQ Press, 2010. 1739-1743.
43 Annemie Dillen & Stefan Gärtner, Praktische Theologie. Verkenningen aan de grens. Lannoo: Leuven,
2015.
44 Compare Jeff Astley, Ordinary Theology. Looking, Listening and Learning in Theology. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002.
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member’s needs in pastoral and spiritual care would hopefully lead to an improved new
practice, but this would need to happen using an adequate method.
It is interesting to see how these four uses of the concept of practical theology are closely
linked. An illustration of this connection may be helpful. In an imaginary researchproject on the theme of hope, a small group of researchers (most of them practical
theologians with academic aspirations) have a conversation about a valuable approach
to studying hope in a group of refugees who have recently settled in Australia. They are
genuinely interested in this particular group and the ways in which they would share,
live and construct their views on hope and despair in their daily lives and in their context.
The researchers therefore decide to find a way to join the refugees for a longer period on
a daily basis and use a variety of ethnographic methods to describe the refugees’ lives.
As they build relationships they realise something really helpful will only come out of
this whole enterprise, if it contributes to an improvement in the refugees’ situation and
if it would lead to a better understanding of their day to day complexities and challenges.
The researchers and refugees engage in lively conversations, sharing their lives and
have periodic meetings to reflect on what they encounter and where these encounters
challenge them. As they learn and grow in understanding they notice the concept of hope
is connected to the refugees’ understanding of community and the ability to shape their
lives together presents a possible road to flourishing.
In a nutshell, this process describes the connectedness of the various ways in which
practical theology can be used:
1.
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It is about theological reflection on lived hope by the refugees themselves (e.g.
hope as community and the descriptive study and normative assessment of their
local theology) and despair in which the refugees are the ones who theologise
and show how they embody their deep beliefs and values.
2. It is at the same time about trying to discern what this means in terms of
developing theological courses (e.g. discerning cultural meta-narratives and the
way by which this is helpful to structure and integrate a theological training) in
which they would contribute to from their perspective even with the help of a
group of practical theologians.

3. It is about using certain methodologies (grounded theory and ethnography
in order to help develop the bridge between practices and theory and the
dissonance between confessed and lived faith) that deal with the refugees’
constructs of hope and despair in a valid way, open to connecting helpful
language.
4. Finally, it is about an attempt to contribute to a more contextualised approach
to practical theology (practical theology as a specific theological theory on
flourishing life. As we performed this imaginary exercise it became clear that
practical theology is a normative project, trying to make a difference in today’s
world, and its main focus is to support people to live their lives more fully.
Practical theologians should be involved in developing theological theory, based
on the description and analysis of a variety of religious prac-tices. 45 As such I
am sharing my own position here as I define practical theology as an academic
theological discipline in search of hope and functioning as a reflective practice
with a specific methodology.
Crucial in our discourse is the position of practical theology at the intersection of
society, church and academy. I am sympathetic to the view that much of what practical
theology looks like in practice, depends on the way we position practical theology.
What exactly is the point of orientation? How can we best position practical theology
with regard to the tension between divine revelation on one hand and experience on
the other? Some would argue the main point of orientation or even point of departure
lies in a practical theology that supports the mission of the church. Any other point of
departure would be interpreted as a betrayal of the theological character of practical
theology. 46 Stadelmann contends that practical theology is above anything else a theory
45 F. Gerrit Immink, Theological Concepts in Empirical Research. In: Hans-Georg Ziebertz, Friedrich Schweitzer (eds.), Dreaming the Land. Theologies of Resistance and Hope. Berlin: LIT, 2007. 190-198.
46 Helge Stadelmann & Stefan Schweyer, Praktische Theologie. Ein Grundriss für Studium un Gemeinde.
Giessen: Brunnen Verlag, 2017. I have chosen to present Stadelmann’s view here for the clarity of my
own position. I am aware of other and different approaches. E.g. Christian Grethlein, Praktische Theologie. Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012.
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of ecclesial practice, built on normative (biblical-theological) principles. The focus then is
on improving the practice and mission of the church. 47 Stadelmann would argue there
is room for reflection on the impact of societal developments but it is clear practical
theology should not have as its starting point a more religion-theoretical approach or
paradigm. A critical observation of cultural and sociological trends and phenomena
is needed, as long as this does not lead to downplaying the core focus which is the
actions of the church. Stadelmann holds the view that a more religious paradigm leads
to unrealistic claims by practical theologians as to the range of their work besides other
theological disciplines. It would also stimulate selective perceptions, loss of Christian
identity and dislocation of the church. 48 Stadelmann is clearly not an ambassador of
practical theology as lived religion. For him the revelatory character ends up being
squeezed out, leaving practical theology without identity and heart. The central
position the church receives in his concept of practical theology, I would contend, is
highly problematic. It does not take into account the major shifts of the last decades
during which the church became more and more marginalised and thus pretends the
church is still in the middle of everything.
A more nuanced position is being taken by Andrew Root. 49 His view is straightforward,
practical theology should be oriented towards divine action. In the recent past, practical
theology has been far too occupied with the empirical realities, experience and other
sciences and has forgotten to talk about God.50 God’s work and his activity in the world
needs to be put back as the centre of attention. God’s activity and presence are deeply
practical and lived realities for people. Therefore, practical theology should make serious
47 Stadelmann, o.c., 2.
48 Stadelmann, o.c. 19. In his description of his approach Stadelmann deals with influential German practical theologians like Wilhelm Gräb and Dietrich Rössler, who have contributed substantially to the theoretical development of practical theology.
49 Andrew Root, Christopraxis: A Practical Theology of the Cross. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2014.
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50 Core to this ‘accusation’ is the idea that as a result of the so called ‘empirical turn’ in practical theology
(the importance of an empirical dimension in practical theology in research), practical theology has become less theologically oriented and also less oriented on ministry. Cf. T.S. Kaufman, From the Outside,
Within, or In Between? Normativity at Work in Empirical Practical Theological Research. In: J.A. Mercer
and B.J. Miller-McLemore, (eds), Conundrums in Practical Theology. Leiden: Brill, 2016. 134-162.

work of the integration of the experience of the Gospel and the ongoing ministry of
Christ in the midst of people’s lives; what Root calls Christopraxis.51 It is interesting
how doctrine and human experience are woven together into a specific understanding
of practical theology. It is not either or and that is why I consider Root’s approach as
more nuanced. The personal and spiritual experience of Christ’s praxis do not become
the measure for everything, as some would argue. Rather it is the opposite as practical
theology ‘is the need to interpret the ‘where’ of Jesus Christ in our experiences of
the now.’52 Others (on the opposite end of the spectrum) contend that only the living
human experience can be a serious and valid starting point for a practical-theological
discourse.53
A good representative of this other paradigm is Bonnie Miller-McLemore. She sees
the focus of practical theology as the interpretations of the ‘living human web’ and
the manifold connections and links between people, families, congregations and
communities. People are embedded with their living human stories in the larger living
human web and these living human ‘documents’ are valid for theological study.54 In
practice this means that the focus is on getting to a deeper understanding of embodied
theology and it is crucial to undertake serious attempts to bring theology back to the
people.55 Miller-McLemore applied her work to the study of child-and motherhood
experience, which led her to rethink basic theological concepts and gives women and
children a voice in their lives, spirituality and connections with others. Pete Ward
summarises Miller-McLemore’s approach well when he states:
51 Root, o.c., 90.
52 Root, o.c., 99, 133: ‘The resurrection turns perishing into possibility; it makes all concrete lived experiences of perishing the location of God’s being as becoming and therefore paradigmatic to practical
theology’.
53 Pete Ward, Introducing Practical Theology. Mission, Ministry, and the Life of the Church. Grand Rapids:
Baker, 2017.
54 Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, The Living Human Web: Pastoral Theology at the Turn of the Century. In: J.
Stevenson Moessner (ed.), Through the Eyes of Women. Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Press, 1996.
Miller-McLemore mainly offers her views as a corrective to the individualistic approaches. Cf. also Richard R. Osmer, Practical Theology. An Introduction. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008.
55 Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, Five Misunderstandings about Practical Theology. In: International Journal
of Practical Theology. (16:1) Berlin: De Gruyter, 2012.
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Practical theology in the work of Miller-McLemore has moved beyond the
idea of correlation between theology and experience or the study of beliefs
and practices. Rather, she sets out to redefine what constitutes theological
knowledge and pursues a theology that she argues is consequently inclusive
and for the masses. Practical theologians, she suggests, are those who are
“preoccupied with everyday concerns that evade and disrupt traditional
categories, doctrines, and loci in theological and religious study”.56
Both Miller-McLemore’s and Root’s approach can easily be classified as either liberal
or conservative. Those classifications are not helpful in my view as they represent
different approaches that may be needed in different circumstances. Both practical
theologians give a different answer to the same serious questions they are exploring, as
Kaufman has rightly demonstrated: what should be given priority in a mutual, critical
conversation between human experience - the empirical, the descriptive, practice,
or local knowledge on the one hand - and the theological tradition or normative
systematic theology on the other?57 I fully agree with Kaufman when he states:
While those practical theologians who adhere to systematic theology tend
to understand the “normative” as equivalent with “the theological”, often
implying academic systematic theology or any ecclesial theological tradition,
other practical theologians clearly favor of give precedence to experience
as possessing normative claims. On the one hand, practical theologians are
in trouble if they decide to give priority to one of the conversation partners
in advance, as this might downplay the voices of others, not granting them
a real chance to have an impact on the conversation. On the other hand,
though they are also in trouble if they do not, because then they might easily
be critiqued for not being transparent of their evaluation or value claims, as
no one is able to offer a value neutral description of the field studied.58

Rather than playing them off against each other, I would contend that both are needed
and complementary and whatever choice is made, it will be related to prior choices and
decisions about the value of and interaction between human experience and divine
revelation. Practical theology needs to be positioned at the intersection of church,
society and academy. It becomes alive when it is allowed to stimulate the dialogue
between these three fields of action, but clearly this implies a move away from a
mere ecclesiocentric model of practical theology. Practical theology as an academic
discipline researches and reflects on the experiences in church and society and does
so in a systematic way, oriented towards a transformation of a variety of practices in
the church and society.59 As a consequence, practical theologians need to be crossing
the intersections between society, church and the academy as a core practice. Crossing
these intersections is a crucial part of doing practical theology, even when this leads
to a complex juggling of loyalty and critical opposition to internal ecclesial norms,
confessions and religious cultures. This core practice is precisely about moving back
and forth between the historical archives (normative tradition, confession) and lived
realities.60 A practical theologian is loyal and critical to the church and at the same
time tries to focus on the relevance of classical theological concepts, as they need to
be reconfigured into new language that communicates meaning and hope. Whenever
religion is ‘on the streets’ (and it is), practical theologians need to be around. It is
indeed not difficult to find connections, for example when we think about the growing
emphasis on spirituality and meaningful ageing, or people’s ‘boundary’ experiences
around pregnancy and birth.
So far my description of what I see is at the heart of the practical-theological agenda
has centred on the helpful tension between an ecclesial pole on one side and a more
59 Dillen/Gärtner, o.c., 75.

56 Ward, o.c., 44.
57 Kaufman, o.c., 138.
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58 Kaufman, o.c., 137-139. Kaufman develops an interesting grid of the various practical theological positions. The grid leads to a classification approaches that can be summarised by: asymmetrical conversational, practice-oriented, hermeneutical-revised correlational and theological.

60 In another context I have pleaded for a communal self-reflective hermeneutical approach to classical
Christian concepts (salvation, sin, justification etc.). Theologians in general need to relate in a hermeneutical and self-reflective ways to conflicting, competitive and secular convictions and knowledge and
undertake serious attempts to connect their normative and systematic-theological concepts to the predominant discourse. That it truly a complex exercise and does not happen without serious processes of
learning. It is a plea for laboratories and experiments in learning communities to redesign communal
theology. Cf. my response to Ruard R. Ganzevoort’s Spelen met heilig vuur. Waarom de theologie haar
claim op de waarheid moet opgeven. Ten Have, Baarn, 2013.
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religious pole on the other. In fact these two positions (in our case I have used MillerMcLemore and Root/Stadelmann as representatives of the two) have a certain
paradigmatic character. It is helpful to introduce this ‘principle of polarity’ (my term)
when we speak about the role of practical theology, because it immediately clarifies
the point of departure and the context for the practical-theological agenda. Stefan
Schweyer introduced this principle of polarity in his study of the conditions for a
contextual ecclesiology, a church theory that connects well with both the mission of
the church and its context.61 Schweyer defines practical theology as a ‘crisis science’,
as it studies the functioning of the church in a context in which the church has
become marginalised. According to Schweyer, practical theology is responsible for the
development of a reflective practice. It is a practice that takes into account the many
shifts and changes in the current social, economic and political climate as it tries to
find new points of connection to people. His analysis of the German churches focusses
on the tensions between confessed faith and lived faith and the fact the church has lost
its self-evident position and authority. The identity, tasks and orientation in society
need to be reviewed in order to reconfigure the mission of the church.62 But what kind
of church theory could drive a different positioning of the church in a pluralistic and
multicultural context? In order to start this necessary discourse, Schweyer structures
classical and recent ecclesiological models on the basis of their position on a continuum
between ecclesial and religious.

Ecclesial paradigm

Religious paradigm

Church-theoretical models that choose their point of departure in a practical theology
as a theory of church-practice clearly belong to to an ecclesial paradigm. Their
orientation is towards a more ecclesiocentric approach: the functioning of the church
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61 Stefan Schweyer, Kontextuelle Kirchentheorie. Eine kritisch-konstruktive Auseinandersetzung mit dem
Kirchenverständnis neuerer praktisch-theologischer Entwürfe. Zürich: TVZ, 2007.
62 René Erwich, Gemeente in Beeld. Vragen naar vitaliteit. Utrecht: Kok, 2013.

is at stake and very often these models show a more contrasting attitude towards the
predominant culture. To the other end of the continuum are those church-theoretical
models that depart from understanding practical theology mainly as a theory of
religious practice(s). At the forefront of this approach is societal religiosity, expressing
itself in an even greater variety of spiritualities. Both points of departure need to be
held in a certain tension to do justice to complex realities we find ourselves in. In fact
they support the understanding of a practical theology right at the intersection of
church, society and academy. Looking at various practical-theological ecclesiologies
choices and assumptions become evident immediately. Descriptions of the church
as ‘the church as Christopraxis’ (Root) or as ‘the church as transformation of a
differentiated society’, show immediately their respective paradigmatic allegiance. I
agree with Schweyer that we need to hold both positions in creative tension. Practical
theology as a practice of hope should go beyond ministry formation and should connect
to public and lived theology while developing contextual theologies that connect more
dialectically with the church, culture and society.

3.2

Practical theology in the Australian context

Practical theology, like any form of theology, happens in a context. Gerald V. Hall
speaks from the perspective of Australia and Oceania, but recognises the need for
discerning between theologies from Oceanic peoples (Pacific Island nations) and
theologies having a stronger Australasian background (Australia and New Zealand).63
Hall’s description of the isolated position of theological education and the long time
it took to get to the point where theology was admitted to academic curricula in
general is interesting.64 In general it was a long and complex journey to get to the
point where theological education became accepted in many parts of both Australia
63 Gerald V. Hall, Australia and Oceania. In: Bonnie Miller-McLemore (ed.), The Wiley-Blackwell Companion
to Practical Theology. Malden: Blackwell, 2012. Chapter 52. 544-554.
64 Hall writes: ‘Until the 1960s, theological education throughout Oceania was isolated from other academic fields. All seven Australasian universities established prior to World War II excluded theology
from their curricula, sometimes by explicit decree. For example, the University of Melbourne Amending
Act (1881) explicitly excluded the teaching of “ Divinity ” and the appointment of clergy as faculty members’.
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and Oceania.65 Initially practical theology seems to have been linked to a limited
number of practical realities while leaning heavily on European and North-American
import. Its perception as a theological and contextual discipline only started in the
wake of shifts in the 1960s and 1970s of the last century. Praxis, culture and context
increasingly came to the forefront and doing theology became more and more
connected with local expressions. Hall speaks about a number of phases that marked
the birth of practical theology’s movement towards local and contextual theologies
as theology in general was challenged to be more accountable to public, political and
indigenous realities.66 Increasingly we could trace emerging practical theologies that
are based on a more radical gospel-culture dialectic to all cultures and at the same
time a strong interaction with societal issues and political agendas.67 Hall paints a
sober picture of the role of practical theology in the current theological arenas in
Australia. In his view some universities and colleges see it as a stand alone discipline
focussing solely on ministry formation, while others have been able to weave the
discipline into a better tapestry with good connections to social, political and cultural
discourses. Challenges abound, even though the founding of the Association of Practical
Theology in Oceania (APTO) shows an increase in the importance of practical theology
as a contextual phenomenon.68 Encouraging signs can be seen in the conferences
around indigenous spiritualities, inter-religious encounters, health and healing and
social transformation. These developments show a healthy positioning of a crucial
discipline and a willingness to deal with the histories of violence and the need for
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, precisely at the
intersection of church, society and the academy.69 Again, it is at this intersection where
65 Cf. Hall, o.c. for further detail about the history and development of theological schools. colleges and
collegiate structures. In general many of these schools have a relative young history.
66 Hall, o.c. 547 ff. Hall points out to the changing vocabulary and the use of concepts: Aotearoa (the Maori
term for New Zealand), Rainbow Spirit, Coconut theologies. But also the increase of publications and
growing awareness around Australasian spiritualities.
67 Hall, o.c., 548.
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the beginnings of hope spark. The 2005 Conference of the International Academy of
Practical Theology (IAPT) in Brisbane focused on the theme of ‘Dreaming the Land.
Theologies of Resistance and Hope’.70 It struck me how the emphasis of this Conference
and its proceedings was precisely on creating and maintaining practices of hope. In the
preface of the conference proceedings one finds an important reflection that shows how
much dreaming and land are central concepts in the hearts and lives of the Aboriginal
peoples of Australia.71 Dreaming and land are connected with creative life giving forces
and with the sacred spaces that are so crucial in the experience of so many. While
colonial history does not acknowledge this, there are stories and signs of hope, both in
reconciliation with these first peoples and in restoration of Aboriginal rights. Of course
this work is far from done and we hope for more. It is therefore crucial to see how Daniel
J. Louw adds the perspective of the healing of the land (cura terrae) to the well-known
perspective of the healing of the soul (cura animarum).72 Louw orients his thinking
mainly towards the function of the church and its classical emphasis on the conversion
of the individual human soul and deliberately develops a parallel function in a new
emphasis on the healing of the land. The ‘land’ is not just, and I fully agree, a spiritual
issue. Louw, in referring to ‘land’ in the Hebrew Bible, states:
Land becomes an epitome for ‘Lebensraum’, a space for human living,
governed by the principles of justice, hospitality and integrity
(Ps 137, 16-18).73
He contends that soul care needs to be supplemented with land care. Therefore the
church (and of course not just the church) needs to become sensitive to related issues
Collins and Mary Eastham.
70 Hans-Georg Ziebertz, Friedrich Schweitzer (eds.), Dreaming the Land. Theologies of Resistance and
Hope. Berlin: LIT, 2007.
71 Brian J. Kelty provided the reflection on the 2005 Conference theme.

68 APTO’s subsequent interregional conferences have contributed to a broader awareness about practical
theological methods, empirical research etc.

72 Daniel J. Louw, Dreaming the Land in Hope: Towards a Practical Theological Ecclesiology of Cura Terrae.
In: Hans-Georg Ziebertz, Friedrich Schweitzer (eds.), Dreaming the Land. Theologies of Resistance and
Hope. Berlin: LIT, 2007. 10-29.

69 Of great importance has been the work of practical theologians like Terry Veling, Paul McQuillan, John

73 Louw, o.c., 14.
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of being lost, displaced, homeless, dislocated and poor.74 Thinking about this necessity
of ‘land care’, it forces a practical theology into a double practice of hope: care for those
who have been dislocated and care for the land in a humble attempt to ‘make friends
with creation’ by acting against the exploitation of it.75 It is indeed a timely wake-up
call we hear in Louw’s plea. At the same time it is a necessary exercise as it questions
the self-evident value and power of a white-racialised practical theology that refuses to
be open to self-critique and review its deeply embedded roots and assumptions. There is
a learning trajectory for everyone involved in the practical-theological agenda.76
At this point it is important to redirect our attention to my earlier reflections on the
core of practical theology’s agenda: a normative project guided by the desire to make
a difference in the world. As an academic discipline it is focused on specific religious
practices: things people do together or individually over time in a specific context to
address fundamental needs in response to and in the light of God’s active presence for
the life of the world.77 This means the kind of practices I would like to focus on, include
a wide variety of activities; spiritualities of ageing people, rituals around death and
dying, marriage celebrations, worship in context, prophetic elements in contemporary
preaching, religious expressions in graffiti, faith development in teenagers, shifts in
the relationships between beliefs and practices, new expressions of church, questions
around counselling practices of traumatised immigrants, domestic violence and
the role of the church, eco-theology and current Australian environmental projects,
personal ritual practices and home altars, etc. Many and more of these practices are
shaping the landscape at the intersection of church, society and the academy.78 They
74 Louw, o.c., 10.
75 Louw, o.c.: ‘Land forces a practical theological ecclesiology to introduce an ethics of habitus, land reframes our understanding of power, land as a place is more than merely territory and posses-sion, land
places limitations on our human freedom…’. 17.
76 Cf. Tom Beaudoin, Why Does Practice Matter Theologically? In: J.A. Mercer and B.J. Miller-McLemore,
(eds), Conundrums in Practical Theology. Leiden: Brill, 2016. 8-32. 8.
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77 For an interesting and broad conversation about ‘practices’ and especially the relationship between
practices and beliefs, cf. Miroslav Volf and Dorothy C. Bass (eds.), Practicing Theology. Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002.
78 I am not engaging here in an in-depth conversation about the discourse on the relationship of practice

also show that the task practical theology sees in front of itself is not just focused on
Christianity, but has a wider field of inquiry.79 Even though we cannot relate to all of
those practices at any given time, practical theologians hope to elaborate on these and
other practices, to understand them better and where possible to change and improve
them.80 I am aware that this is an ambitious agenda, but it needs to be in order to be
able to construct hopeful ways of living.81 This is exactly therefore the right place to
elaborate on the connection between practice, practical and theology.

and theory. For a very insightful treatment and summary cf. Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, The theory–
practice distinction and the complexity of practical knowledge. In: HTS Teologiese Studies/Theological
Studies 72(4), a3381. http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/hts.v72i4.3381 (accessed May 8, 2020).
79 Beaudoin refers to the importance of working with the concept of ‘christianicity’ and elaborates on the
concept based on the thinking of Daniel Boyarin and Catherine Chin. His conclusion is that ‘Christianicity is meant to remind the reader that “Christianity” is much less a description of a state or condition (an
abstract noun) than a kind of display of identity in a certain time and place, a way of designating and fostering an experience of recognizing one’s own, or another’s essential Christianness as resident in beliefs
and practices, in an over-against relationship with the “others” of “Christianity”, that is neither essential
nor unchosen. The idea of there being a Christian practice is a political choice for one of many possible
“Christianities” that naturalizes its action by establishing continuity with a Christian past and laying down
track toward a Christian future’. Beaudoin, o.c. 22.
80 Joyce Ann Mercer and Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, (eds), Conundrums in Practical Theology. Leiden:
Brill, 2016. Introduction. 1-7.
81 Henk de Roest elaborates helpfully on the various trends in practical theology. He recognizes 5 major trends in practical theological research: (1) concrete experience as source with much attention for
espoused or ordinary theology (2) experiences of vulnerability, theologizing from and in situations of
vulnerability (3) the role of physicality and embodiment (4) the importance of reflexivity and the impact
of gender, class, privileges, cultural background (5) creative and participatory methods of research.
Cf. https://www.handelingen.com/index.php/literatuurberichten/313-literatuurbericht-praktische-theologie-2017-2019-henk-de-roest (accessed 4 September 2020).
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4. Theology?
If we understand practical theology as the ‘theological and theoretical reflection on
practice with the purpose to improve the living realities of faith, community and
society’, we need to identify what is at the core of a theology in that focus on practices
of hope. The reason I gave my lecture the subtitle ‘Reflections on a discipline that
connects’ is to make sure we deal with the all too common experience of disconnection
between what I call theology and real life. I am fully aware of the many complex
debates and discourses around this and yet we cannot embark on a practical theology
that is still being perceived as involved with either practice or theory and all the issues
we are still facing based around this conundrum since Aristotle.82 Nevertheless, in order
to make these much needed connections, I contend with Miroslav Volf that:
[a]t the heart of every good theology lies not simply a plausible intellectual
vision but more importantly a compelling account of a way of life, and that
theology is therefore best done from within the pursuit of this way of life.83

“

Prayer ... is the expression of
a faithful hope hiding itself
so often in the overwhelming
chaos of life...”

This connects well with what others like David F. Ford have called theology’s search for
wisdom. In his remarkable book The Future of Christian Theology, Ford relates the core
of Christian theology directly to the passion and desire for wisdom and the practice of
‘crying out in the streets’ (Proverbs 1-20-21; 8:1-4).84 The big question theology should be
concerned about is, how to shape a life of wisdom. This involves discerning the cries on
the streets, understanding the pain, wonder, suffering, hope, grief, joy and despair and
connect those to the realities of the reign of God. This theology is (in all her efforts) willing
to connect to what is weak and vulnerable in the constant attempts to support people
in finding ways to shape a life of wisdom and hope.85 It is indeed a massive exercise
82 Artistotle, Metaphysics. 982a 1fff. and 993b 20-21.
83 Miroslav Volf & Dorothy C. Bass (eds.), Practicing Theology. Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002. 245 ff.
84 David F. Ford, The Future of Christian Theology. Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011.
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85 For a further and more detailed interpretation of what this could mean read Tomáš Halík, Raak de wonden aan. over niet zien en toch geloven. Utrecht: KokBoekencentrum, 2019 (5).
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in discernment, because it is not so easy and it is certainly not a comfortable journey.
Speaking about God needs to happen in the messy realities of today’s world where we
fight against viruses and where it looks as if nature does not like us that much anymore,
but has it ever? A vital theology needs to deal with the changing character of nature
and with our perceptions of the concept as a whole.86 And as a result a theology that
takes itself serious will need to reflect further on what it means to be human. Recently
Erik Borgman pointed out that on an intellectual level theology needs to represent the
movement faith makes on the level of daily lived life.87 While from one perspective
Borgman’s approach may be seen as fragmentary, there is much to be liked and to be
reflected upon. In a lengthy treatment of theology’s sources and foci it is inspiring to read
how prayer makes visible what theology is at the core. Prayer, according to Borgman, is
the expression of a faithful hope hiding itself so often in the overwhelming chaos of life,
but once this hope comes to light, it may suddenly reveal unexpected opportunities. It
is this redemptive experience that opens up the space for the presence and grace of the
God of all hope, who by his Spirit intercedes and lures us time and time again into the
kingdom of the impossible.88 In line with this thinking, Borgman introduces the Czech
psychologist and theologian Tomáš Halík, who expresses similar concerns regarding the
nature of theology. Halík, in one of his most known books, relates to the logic of prayer
in its meaning for the shape of theology.89 Prayer makes the movement of identification
with the wounds of the world, and only in making this countermovement it will be
possible to develop a vital theology. Halík reflects on a passage from the Gospel of Luke:
86 Cf. Alan Levinovitz, Natural. How Faith in Nature’s Goodness leads to harmful Fads, unjust Laws, and
flawed Science. Boston: Beacon Press, 2020.
87 Erik Borgman, Alle dingen nieuw. Een theologische visie voor de 21ste eeuw. Deel I. Utrecht: KokBoekencentrum, 2020. Borgman presents in this first volume building blocks for a Catholic theology.
The first volume is called Invocatio, the second and third will be Creatio/Redemptio and Renovatio. The
first volume has been received with mixed responses. Some would argue that his way of addressing
important issues is accurate but feel that there is a lack of a core or the whole is somewhat unstructured
and fragmentary. Nevertheless, Borgman shows strong evidence of an attempt to connect theology in
general back to the heart of society’s struggles and complexities.
88 Borgman, o.c., 63 ff.
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89 Tomáš Halík, De nacht van de biechtvader. Christelijk geloof in een tijd van onzekerheid. [translation:
The night of the confessor. Christian faith in times of uncertainty]. Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum, 2016.

The apostles said to the Lord, “Increase our faith!” He replied, “If you have
faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mulberry tree, ‘Be
uprooted and planted in the sea,’ and it will obey you (Luke 17: 5-6, NIV).
His exegesis is not the one we would immediately expect. The text, according to Halík,
is not about developing a strong faith. It is a warning against a kind of faith that is so
powerful and so loaded with a fantasy about omnipotence, that it can only destroy
what is vulnerable. Rather the opposite needs to happen: this small seed leads us to the
kingdom of the impossible. What is impossible for human kind, is possible for God. He is
in places where a different logic counts, full of paradoxes: where whoever wants to be
the greatest, let him be the smallest of all, whoever loses his life will gain it back, the
father shows more empathy for the prodigal son than for the one who has been faithful
and obedient all the time, the Son of God almighty is born in a stable and gets executed
on a cross, those who are blind start to see and those who think they see, appear to be
blind.90 That is where hope comes in. Borgman comments (my translation):
Our culture constantly tells us that we have to keep ourselves upright. Many
believe this to be true and try to enact it. God, according to Halík, is not
in this kind of power, even if it is the power of the soul. In a world full of
convictions and world views, secular and religious, who battle against each
other for priority, God does not live in a closed worldview, even if this is
based on the Bible or a Christian tradition. In our world, according to Halík,
God is homeless, banned into what he calls ‘the kingdom of the impossible’.
‘My kingdom is not from this world’, says Jesus in the Gospel of John (John
18:36). Wherever Jesus reigns in God’s name, that reign is based on a logic
90 Halík, o.c. 34. I am fully aware that there are numerous examples in Scripture that would relate to this
logic of prayer as a characteristic of what theology could be. A text like Romans 9:1-5 in which Paul
shows his pain and tears demonstrates an honest and matured autobiographical theology. As Kees van
Ekris reflects on this particular text he states: ‘Paul shows his tears. he has a great sorrow and pain that
is unstoppable. This is not a theology with dry eyes, not a theology that can say hard things with dry
eyes. There is no heart in such theology, no grief, no loss, how can you speak about the Crucified with
dry eyes? In a kind of prayer struggle, Paul cries out his desire and his hope and maybe it is only in the
posture of prayer that we can conquer hope in situations of despair. We pour out our hearts until we only
have God left, and his promises and his Messiah. It is by doing this that we may find a renewed space,
because with God things are possible that are not possible in our eyes. This kind of prayer [and this kind
of theology RE] leads to a different way of searching hope for others’. https://portal.eo.nl/bijbelpodcast-eerst-dit (accessed June 29, 2020).
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that is only perceived as strange and foolish: borrow from who will not be
able to give you back, give away whatever you could keep for yourself, serve
to lead…Halík insists, this is the logic of the ‘kingdom of the impossible’, the
logic of hope, he describes it as the enormous power not to surrender, not to
give in…even not after seventy time seven.91
Theology is meant to function as a deep logic of hope and prayer is the movement that
bridges this towards lived realities. Halík has only one concern: that our own small lives
speak about God, the God who is our ultimate love and hope.92
I believe that practical theology, in order to be a hopeful practice, needs to contribute
to a compelling way of life. As I have tried to show, these contributions can be made
as long as our starting point is in a wisdom-oriented theology, that is willing to serve
as a countervoice and yet at the same time is deeply embedded in all those imperfect
practices that help us to get closer to this kingdom of the impossible, which is a kingdom
of hope.
In the next section I would like to take a further step in unfolding this practical
theological logic of hope as I look at how this logic unfolds in concrete examples or
research practices. I have chosen to focus on two major areas: practical theological
ecclesiology and ecclesiogenesis and human sexuality, gender and theology. Both areas
are close to my own heart, passion and research interest and have been of impact for
a long time on my own understanding of practical theology. In both areas I will offer
some further reflections, initially in sharing current perceptions and finally also in a
more explorative future-oriented way. My main aim in elaborating on these practices is
to show how practical theology can function as a practice of hope in the contributions it
makes to those specific discourses and what the conditions would be to progress them.
91 Borgman, o.c., 77. Halík, o.c., 31-39. According to Borgman theology needs to have the courage to be
furious and upset again because of the impossibility and complexity of life (86).
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92 For some further reflections on Halík’s ideas about what hope finally is cf. his Niet zonder hoop [Not
without hope], 2009. He describes hope as a slightly opened door through which the light of the future
shines into the present. The Gospel-narrative of the disciples watching how Jesus walks towards them
and Peter’s request to walk towards Jesus, shows how much the process of managing the powers of
chaos (water!) is finally carried by hope that enables us to reorient us towards the future and break with
our fixation on the past.

5. Hopeful practices and methods
Elaborating on the two mentioned practices is not in any way meant to be an attempt
to say final things about them. I also offer my thoughts for better ones as I am
stumbling forward in the light myself. With regard to both practices I have specific
reasons why I am engaged in them.

5.1

Origins & perceptions - ecclesiogenesis for the sake of shaping hopeful
communities

First of all, the broad area of practical theological reflection on the theory of the church,
originates in my doctoral work on the relationship between biography and narrative,
pastoral care and levels of engagement in congregational practice. This work grew out
of personal involvement in local church-ministry, both in urban and rural contexts.
In a church context that was increasingly characterised by decreasing membership
and marginalisation, serious questions were raised, both on a local as well on a
national scale, about the reasons for the church’s existence. At that stage large scale
experiments with a variety of change strategies were implemented to turn the tide.93
Most of those strategies and programs were developed from a missional perspective
as the plausibility structures churches were working from gradually eroded. Ecclesial
stress became a dominant feature as membership decline started to take serious
shapes. Turning the tide implied recalibrating the missionary nature and drive of local
churches, that had been affected so much because of a deep secularisation of religious
institutions and practices. Concerns about the ongoing decrease of membership, but
also about the lower level of involvement of remaining members in church activities
and programs, a lack of connections with the ‘outside world’, a constantly diminishing
evangelistic zeal, and many other factors like the massive exodus of young people,
gave rise to a felt urgency to change and renew the identity and the practices of
93 Cf. René Erwich, Het gaat om mensen. Een exploratief onderzoek naar het functioneren van gemeenteopbouwprocessen in drie Baptistengemeenten. Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum, 1999. (Published PhD-dissertation). In the slipstream of the developments churches like Willow Creek Community Church (US),
Saddleback Community Church (US) had a huge impact globally on the shape of church practices.
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the church. Many are still familiar with the research and work of theologians like
Christian Schwarz who ‘conquered’ the world with his highly appraised and criticised
Natural Church Development.94 In the slipstream of these developments, many other
approaches focused on spiritual renewal of institutional churches. In many ways these
developments were more deeply embedded in a broader shift that took place during
the ’80’s and the ’90’s of the last century. Morris elaborates on this shift in a more
recent publication. She uses the the term ‘re-contextual church’ by which she refers to
churches, communities and theologians who are rethinking the character, form and
role of the church in the light of and as a response to deep cultural changes.95 Clearly,
those thinkers Morris refers to are not so much interested in a cosmetic change, but are
searching to identify fresh ways of being and doing church. It is fascinating to see how
‘re-contextual church’, in Morris’s terms, is a grand collection of attempts to reconnect
the church in general to cultural changes, revamp its language, message and outreach
to people. I agree with Morris that their main purpose is to ‘urge the Western church
to re-embed itself in its Christ-centred foundations while innovatively embodying
this message in its contemporary context’.96 Renewed embodiment seems to be the
key characteristic. According to Morris, ‘re-contextual church’, has arisen in an ever
‘mutating milieu’ of societal, political and religious changes and with a wide range
of other people and movements contributing to it: Pentecostalism, the Charismatic
movement, Social Gospel, house-church movement, Celtic spirituality and new
monasticism, Liberation theology, the church-planting movement, etc. While I agree
with the emphasis on a ‘mutating’ social context, some of the movements mentioned
are more the implications or rather the effect of those movements and not so much a
94 Christian A. Schwarz, Praxis des Gemeindeaufbaus. Gemeindetraining für wache Christen. Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1987. Schwarz also published: Der Gemeindetest. Kybernetisch Gemeinde bauen. Mainz-Kastel: C&P, 1991. His main theological views were published in Die Dritte Reformation. Paradigmenwechsel
in der Kirche. Emmelsbüll: C&P, 1993. For an in-depth analysis of Schwarz’s research approach cf. René
Erwich, Missional churches: identical global ‘plants’ or locally grown ‘flowers’? Christian Schwarz’s ‘Natural Church Development’ revisited. In: Transformation 21/3. Oxford: OCMS, 2004. 180-191. DOI:10.117
7/026537880402100305.
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95 Helen D. Morris, Flexible Church: Being the Church in the Contemporary World. London: SCM Press,
2019.
96 Morris, o.c., Chapter 1.

contribution to the emerging phenomenon of ‘re-contextual church’. Morris includes a
wide range of representatives: Missional Church, Emerging Church, Emerging Missional
Church, Emergence Christianity, Flat Church, Mission-Shaped Church, Fresh Expressions,
New Contextual Church, Messy Church, Liquid Church etc.97 Morris’ analysis connects
well with many other perceptions of how churches try to respond to their contextual
challenges. Scanlan, in his recent doctoral work, like Morris emphasises for example
the reasons for the rise of the so called Fresh Expressions movement.98 The movement
motivates its existence by referring to the desire to close the felt gap between churches
and society. This gap is being defined as a result of the shift into postmodernity.
Planting new churches and new forms of churches with a focus on people who would
not define themselves as Christians or as churchgoers, is presented as the new recipe to
close the gap.99 Morris is however right when she states:
Notable anomalies to the overarching picture of decline demonstrate that
church diminishment is far from inevitable. Attendance at Fresh Expressions
churches increased (UK, sic RE) fourfold between 2005 and 2015, and nearly
two-thirds of newcomers were previously unchurched or dechurched. Messy
Church saw numbers double between 2012 and 2017…Immigration has
been a significant factor, but a focus on evangelism and revitalization has
also proved effective for church groups such as Vineyard and Hill-song….The
overall picture of the church in the contemporary world is complex. Among
an overall trend of decline, areas of the church are seeing notable growth.
97 Morris, o.c., Chapter 2. Morris offers the following definition of ‘re-contextual church’: ‘re-contextual
church is primarily a Western, free church, ecumenical, Trinitarian, missional, holistic, emergent movement/mindset/conversation endeavouring to incarnate the kingdom into a postmodern, post-Christendom, consumerist, technological, globalized, individualized, networked culture’. She proceeds then with
a very interesting and thought-provoking analysis of these terms in what follows.
98 Mark C. Scanlan, Urban Saints: An Interweaving Ecclesiology as a Contribution to the Fresh Expressions
Debate. Durham University: Durham, 2017. Scanlan’s main focus is on proving that the Fresh Expression’s movement is too much focused on developing mature churches. He does not contend that maturity does not matter but wants to underline the need for more flexibility in the ecclesiological discourses
also regarding the shape of churches.
99 Scanlan, o.c. 20 and footnote 58: ‘In large part the motivation behind Fresh Expressions is a decline
in church attendance that has been happening within the Church of England for nearly a century’. And
compare as well Ryan K. Bolger (ed.), The Gospel after Christendom. New Voices, New Cultures, New
Expressions. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2012.
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However, the challenge to engage the younger generations remains strong.
To best respond to this complexity, re-contextual authors argue, the church
must be flexible and innovative in its engagement with different groups.100
While I agree with this analysis and see that much of it is applicable to other contexts,
we are facing major challenges in response to the current cultural shifts and it seems
that the entire discourse on the shape of the church has yet again many faces even
more so in the current context. Interesting is Morris’s presentation of seven areas of
unresolved tensions or issues that arise out of studying the re-contextual movement.
For Morris these unresolved tensions (seven interconnected areas) form at the same
time the agenda for shaping any ‘future church’-discourse. In summary they are:
•

The relationship between the nature of God and the church (balancing the
thinking about God’s transcendence versus God’s immanence).
• Human identity and spirituality (responding to the fragmentation of human
identity and community, in relationship with the openness for spirituality).
• The structure of the church and the internal relationships (institutional life and
the role of structures, Spirit-brought order and freedom in balance).
• The connection between church and culture (tradition versus renewal,
overarching frameworks to deal with the inheritance, church as a counterculture).
• The relationship between the contemporary church and tradition (balan-cing
maintaining elements of tradition and reforming and renewing it).
• The church and the kingdom (church as sign of the kingdom, kingdom as future
reality).
• The imperfect state of the church (blueprint ecclesiologies and the ‘not-yet’ of the
church now).101
Morris continues to develop her own ecclesiological framework out of these seven
areas in a close conjunction and dialogue with the Pauline concept ‘Church as the
body of Christ’ and as a result these seven areas are transformed into seven relational
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100 Morris, o.c. Introduction.
101 Morris, o.c., Chapter 2.

directions, in the end creating seven dialectical tensions the church has to live with.
While I believe her description of those dialectical tensions is accurate and very helpful
as it helps to deal with the ‘now-and-not-yet’ character of the church and could function
as a remedy against too high expectations, at the same time it comes very close to what
she tried to avoid from the start: a blueprint ecclesiology. This takes us back to Healy’s
complaint that too much of ecclesiological thinking is abstract and idealistic and his
plea that in order to do better we would need to embark on solid connections between
anthropologically, sociologically and theologically infused questions.102 In many ways
Healy pleaded for the introduction of a theological form of cultural analysis, which he
then labeled as ‘ecclesiological ethnography’, which should mark a move away from
blueprint ecclesiologies.103 His plea marked what we can now call ‘an ethnographic
turn’ in ecclesiological and empirical research. Among many other new initiatives,
this turn to ecclesiological ethnography presents itself in the well-known Ecclesiology
& Ethnography Network, studying the church in its situatedness, using qualitative
methodology and methods to connect social, cultural and theological analyses.
Ward sees this type of ethnography as a vital element in the debates and discourses
regarding the practice of the church.104 He states:

102 Nicholas M. Healy, Church, World and The Christian Life: Practical-Prophetic Ecclesiology. Cambridge:
CUP, 2000. Also Pete Ward, Liquid Ecclesiology. The Gospel and The Church. Leiden: Brill, 2017.
103 Healy, o.c., 168-169. But also Harald Hegstad, Ecclesiology and Empirical Research on the Church.
In: Christian B. Scharen (ed.), Explorations in Ecclesiology and Ethnography. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2012. 34-47: ‘Healy’s book is a fundamental critique of the general tendency in modern ecclesiology
of working with concepts and models of the church, rather than the concrete church as it is. In his own
words: in general ecclesiology in our period has become highly systematic and theoretical, focused
more upon the right things to think about the church rather than oriented to the living, rather messy,
confused and confusing body that the church actually is’. Hegstad, like many others emphasises the
importance of serious work with the empirical church.
104 P. Ward (ed.), Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012. In this
volume the reader will find an interesting summary of perspectives on what ethnography in an ecclesial
context could look like in terms of concepts, methods and practices. While referring to Healy marks the
turn in ecclesiology towards a stronger emphasis on ethnographic method in ecclesiology, other voices
like e.g. Webster contend that theological reason should have priority over the lived experience of people. The tensions between the two polarities of experience and revelation, or normativity and empirical
rise immediately as one can imagine.
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This means that to do ecclesiology we must embrace methods of research
that are simultaneously theological and “ethnographic” and that these
methods arise from our situatedness as church. There will be thus a constant
interaction between theories and principles generated from the theological
tradition, and careful participative observation of the particularities of an
ecclesial situation. Theological generalizations or universals will be reshaped
by observation, using tools of social and cultural inquiry, but observation is
itself already theological.105
It may be too early to evaluate these ethnographic endeavours but they clearly marked
a very different approach underlining the importance of lived faith and the lived
practice of faith communities. Increasingly we can observe further refinements of
what ecclesiological ethnography could be.106 Interesting initiatives related to e.g.
congregational place-making are on the agenda not only in Europe but also here in
Australia and elsewhere. Hagley, addressing fieldwork and ethnography, touches
on the importance of place-making as an important way forward to connecting
congregational identity with the neighbourhood in which churches are embedded.107
Like others Hagley puts his finger in the painful spot: a lack of attention for the
105 Ward, o.c. 2. Others like Scanlan, o.c., 95, refer for their definition of ethnography to the M.H. Agar’s
work, The Professional Stranger: An informal introduction to Ethnography, 1996.
106 Cf. Mary Clark Moschella’s interesting chapter on the new developments in ethnography and qualitative research in the area of pastoral theology. Moschella writes about her own ‘transformative experience’ as a starting student in ethnography studies focused on pastoral ethnography. Moschella gives
a good overview of what she calls the three main streams of work in ethnography: ethnographic and
qualitative research that support pastoral practice, the Ecclesiology and Ethnography network, focussing on the intersection between theology and ecclesial practices and narrative qualitative studies. She
identifies these three streams as a broad classification of the current work in this area. In her contribution
she also refers to some timely projects in pastoral studies. One of them is Leanna K. Fuller’s study on
anxiety, identity and conflict in congregations (Leanna K. Fuller, When Christ’s Body is Broken: Anxiety, Identity, and Conflict in Congregations. Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2016.). Moschella’s contribution is
valuable because it shows how the intersections and dynamics between lived and confessed religious
practices are brought together in conversation. Mary Clark Moschella, New Directions in Ethnography
and Qualitative Research. In: Nancy J. Ramsay (ed.), Pastoral Theology and Care. Critical Trajectories in
Theory and Practice. Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2018. 5-31.
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107 S. Hagley, (Re)Placing the Congregation: Fieldwork and Congregational Place-Making. In: Ecclesial
Practices, 6/2019, 147-162. Leiden: Brill, 2019.

particularities of local congregations in their own context. Hagley suggests using
fieldwork to enable place-making as a vehicle for contextualization. In other words,
contextualisation should look like ethnographic fieldwork. It is not just a means of
gathering data, but a ‘placed performance of identity-constructing work of contextual
theology’.108 Hagley relates place-theory to the context of ecclesiological ethnography
and contends:
Thus, fieldwork is a means of joining or of facilitating a relational space
through an intentional, immersive plunge into a ministry context,
helping the congregation to situate itself among the various places of
the neighbourhood while also providing the conditions of possibility for
congregational place-making: a renewed contextual congregational identity.
Its ‘text’ is not a document, but rather a collaborative performance with
one’s neighbours and neighbourhood. This performance is made possible
by joining the rhythms, postures, and disciplines of a people and place. It is
highly local and particular.109
Congregational practice as a form of place-making possibly enables a deeper contextual
connection with what is happening in and around the local communities and uses
neighbour-hood exegesis to identify the real needs of people. With this in mind Hagley
refers to the work of Alan Roxburgh who has shifted the missional conversation to a
focus on the neighbourhood. Along similar lines I see Watkins’ scholarly work as she
tries to develop a specific ecclesiology based on ethnographic and theological action
research.110 Again we see the emphasis on the complexities in combining thorough
academic theological reflection with deep listening to the realities of faith. The
challenge remains how to locate practice and theology at the same time and with the
same value. I believe Watkins’ attempt needs to be taken serious as it underlines the
108 Hagley, o.c., 156.
109 Hagley, o.c., 162. Cf. also Elizabeth Phillips, Charting the “Ethnographic Turn”: Theologians and the
Study of Christian Congregations. In: P. Ward (ed.), Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography.
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012. 95-106. She makes a wonderful statement about the posture of the
research-theologian: ‘The theologian can encounter the congregation not as subjects pinned under a
microscope, but as persons held before God’.
110 Clare Watkins, Disclosing Church. An Ecclesiology learned from Conversations in Practice. Abingdon:
Routledge, 2020.
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much needed discourse on grassroots-ecclesiology and also because she asks a very
fundamental question: what counts as theology in studying the church?111 Theological
reflection on the church and on its ecclesiology arises out of a deep reflective approach
to the daily voices and messy practices. Interesting are the many examples and
practices Watkins brings to the table and even more interesting are her conclusions.
The result of the attentiveness to practice as a bearer of ecclesiology in this project
is intriguing. Watkins pinpoints three key ingredients of disclosed ecclesiology:
edgelessness, fragility and the call to discernment.112 The first key, ‘edgelessness’, reflects
on the fact that many of the researched practices showed a strong emphasis on ‘church
beyond church’. e.g. in projects for people living on the margins. The church lives in
the world and for the world, of course as Watkins states ‘because the world is the only
place the church can be’.113 She contends that this ‘edgelessness’ turns away from a
strong tendency in ecclesiological thinking (and not just in the academy) to separate
out church and lived faith elsewhere or makes too strong a distinction between
confessed and embodied practice. Because of the edgelessness, the church can be a
living tradition. By implication we would need, according to Watkins, a reorientation of
the ecclesiological enterprise that considers the institution or the church organisation
as the centre of everything.114 In other words we could argue that this is a strong appeal
to pick up on the servant role the church has: church happens where the church as the
Body of Christ is active in a project in the current COVID-19 crisis to support family
members of age care residents who are sick, struggle or even have died because of
111 Clare Watkins, Practical Ecclesiology: What Counts as Theology in Studying the Church. In: P. Ward
(ed.), Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012. 167-181. Watkins
states: ‘This concern (what ecclesiology has to do with how ordinary Christians do church, RE) is hardly
new, nor is it rare among practitioners and academics. Those of us involved in the training of people
for ministry, and in ongoing formation for clergy, will be familiar with the frustrations felt when what
has been learned in the ecclesiological textbooks and courses seems an impossible mismatch with
the realities of pastoral work. The academy, likewise is increasingly aware of the conceptual, linguistic
and interdisciplinary challenges that face the ecclesiologist, as she struggles to find ways of speaking
both of the church as described in the Christian tradition and of the real, lived experience of Christian
communal life and work. In all this the need presents itself for an “authentic ecclesiology”…’ (167-168).
112 Watkins, o.c., 230 ff.
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the virus. In my own presented logic of hope in this lecture, this is where the church
creates a hopeful presence. Edgelessness also connects with the experience and shape
of community. Watkins points out that even though the need for stability in the
experience of community is crucial (e.g. Communion, the Lord’s Table), there also is a
need for the recognition of the fluidity of community in a variety of networks. Again,
this seems to me a liberating perspective, since we do not need to forcefully build
community and pretend that it is controllable.

developed in that direction can become ‘ecclesiologies of hope’ if they take into account
the edgelessness, fragility and communal discernment. The Gospel is full of stories that
remind us of that reality. The story of the four men bringing a paralysed man in the
presence of Jesus (Mark 2) after digging an opening in the roof, is indeed such a story of
hope in which those three key ingredients become visible.117 It would be interesting to
develop these key ingredients further into a ecclesial hermeneutic.

A second key ingredient is fragility. By implication, churches decentralising themselves
will experience a bigger concern around how to be sure that we follow Christ and
his Spirit in the things we do? This adjustment to the experience of fragility and
vulnerability may lead to the experience of God’s love and power at work in different
ways. This key ecclesiological ingredient moves beyond a level of what Watkins calls
‘an improper level of confidence’, often so characteristic of blueprint ecclesiologies.115
Watkins is not at all aiming at banning thorough systematic-theological reflection on
the church, but would like churches and leaders to focus on a ‘Spirit-trusting fragility’. A
final and third key is discernment.116 In order to find helpful ways forward churches will
need to develop practices of discernment. Watkins does not avoid the difficult questions
here and points to the fact that it is really hard and challenging to develop spiritual
practices that shape the church in her ability to be attentive to the disruptive voice of
the Spirit. It is at this point that new communal practices have to be developed to really
make a difference in shaping church. Without developing a new perspective on what it
means to be a learning community, this will be extremely difficult.

5.2

In this relatively brief set of reflections on the content and transitions in practicaltheological ecclesiology I have tried to zoom in on what is at the heart: the birthing, the
ecclesiogenesis and shaping of new and hopeful Christian communities. The current
discourse shows a wide range of initiatives, all bearing in mind that it is indeed about
the hope that these communities could bring in dark places. If we believe that theology
should function as a ‘logic of hope’ (as I see it), then only ecclesiologies that are to be
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Current explorations and incentives for research

Developments in this area of research naturally require some practical examples.
How can practical theology contribute to shaping practices of hope? Clearly in the
current Covid-19 context this becomes even more a challenging question when in
many places, like here in Australia churches have not been able to gather for services
and worship in larger groups. The need for serious research, looking at the impact of
Covid-19, has been flagged in a number of contexts. Recently the well-known Barna
Group presented first findings of a large scale project called The State of the Church 2020,
exactly looking at the trends and online engagement, compared to pre-covid times.118
Among many interesting findings it is clear that one in three practicing Christians
is still and only attending their pre-covid19 church. Whenever people stream church
services online, 34% streams services other than their own church. A large number of
practical-theological scholars have embarked on the so called CONTOC-project. CONTOC,
Churches Online in Times Of Corona, is an international and ecumenical research
project on the digital practices of churches under the conditions of assembly restrictions
and social distancing during the Covid-19 pandemic.119 A large number of Australian
117 Mark 2, 1-5 (NIV): A few days later, when Jesus again entered Capernaum, the people heard that he
had come home. 2 They gathered in such large numbers that there was no room left, not even outside
the door, and he preached the word to them. 3 Some men came, bringing to him a paralyzed man,
carried by four of them. 4 Since they could not get him to Jesus because of the crowd, they made an
opening in the roof above Jesus by digging through it and then lowered the mat the man was lying on.
5
When Jesus saw their faith, he said to the paralyzed man, “Son, your sins are forgiven.”

115 Watkins, o.c., 232.

118 Cf. https://www.barna.com/research/new-sunday-morning-part-2/. (accessed July 31, 2020). The data
were collected of a group of 1,000 US-adults over the period between April 28 and May 5, 2020.

116 Watkins, o.c., 233 ff.

119 The CONTOC research project aims at an empirical, representative survey of the development and
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churches have participated, among churches in my own denomination, the Baptist
Union of Victoria. While we wait for the first data to be interpreted coming out of this
research, it is clear that major shifts have already taken place and possibly in line with
some of the findings of the Barna Group.
As mentioned before, these shifts are part of a larger metashift. Whether we like it
or not we are in the midst (at least in the western world) of a receding Christianity
that signals what originally belonged to the core business, is now no longer part of
its core competencies. Much of what the church had on offer in the realm of spiritual
products, has been transferred to other providers on the religious marketplace. The
church shrinks and crumbles, even so when she claims Christ, the Lord of hope and
peace, to be in her midst. Statistics regarding religion and religious affiliation are
telling, in Australia and even in Victoria.120 In addition, Australia struggles with its
identity and with its sense of being a nation. Hugh Mackay contends that the nation as
a whole would need to move towards a more compassionate, less anxious society. In
the current Covid-19 context this even proves to be a prophecy. It is clear to me that a
narrative of fear has deep roots and has also taken hostage politicians, healthcare and
the public domain. According to Mackay, Australia needs courage to face the realities
in education, politics, economics, social cohesion, gender, environment and certainly
religion. He basically concludes that Australia is a nation full of anxiety and social
fragmentation and needs a turn to compassion. The nation is facing serious issues
around otherness, visible and latent multicultural conflicts without having a clear
view on how to move forward.121 Baden Offord and others have assessed Australian
culture from the perspective of the impact and legacies of the Enlightenment values.
implementation of especially digital church practices and programs under the conditions of Covid-19,
especially in the period from March to June 2020, i.e. from Easter to Pentecost 2020. The study covers
22 countries on 5 continents, making it a unique research opportunity. Cf. https://www.contoc.org/ (accessed July 31, 2020).
120 Cf. the Australian Bureau of Statistics website: https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/
by%20Subject/2071.0~2016~Main%20Features~Religion%20Data%20Summary~70 (accessed, August 6, 2020).
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121 Hugh Mackay, Australia Reimagined: Towards a More Compassionate, Less Anxious Society. Sydney:
Macmillan, 2018.

In a confronting analysis Offord and his colleagues show how the Australian public
culture has been ‘informed by an ongoing set of values and principles that come from its
European Enlightenment legacy’. Their goal is to support a more reflective society that
would enable itself to deal with questions of racial and cultural difference and also deal
with people with other cultural and religious backgrounds, both residents, indigenous
and migrants. The authors contend that Australia still lives with too many anxious
narratives regarding its geographical context, indigenous presence and multicultural
everyday life. They also contend that much of the roots of these anxious narratives
comes from the ingrained cultural hierarchies, based on colonial values on every
level. We all know what terrible things have happened and clearly Australia needs a
‘decolonising intellectual framework’.122
Back to Mackay, his plea is interesting for quite some reasons and it would be
worthwhile to analyse his message a bit further, since it connects well to some more
recent attempts to read the culture that we find ourselves in. It is no surprise that many
of the values he shares as a remedy against social fragmentation, loneliness and lack
of meaning are deeply Christian in their origins. Specifically interesting is his view on
the state of religion in Australia. He is well-informed about the fact that even though it
seems Australia as a nation has turned its back to Christianity,
It’s certainly the case that Christians are not attending traditional churches
in the numbers they used to, though an unknown but apparently growing
number now attend informal ‘house churches’ in private homes…..the
Australian landscape has become more diverse….as support for Christianity
wanes, support for other religions gradually increases, so the evidence
suggests Australia is far from being finished with religion. The question is
whether Australia is ready for a new approach to religion….123
The question he asks in this last sentence, is a provocative question, and needs further
reflection. Mackay ends his chapter about the noblest role of religion (i.e to promote
compassion) by stating that ‘it might be time to ponder anew the alternative approaches
122 Baden Offord, Erika Kerruish, Rob Garbutt, Adele Wessell, Kirsten Pavlovic, Inside Australian Culture.
Legacies of Enlightenment Values. London: Anthem Press, 2014.
123 Mackay, o.c., Chapter 7, 172 (e-book version).
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to the presence of religion in our midst’.124 I believe with all the strength and value his
analysis brings, he also displays a limited understanding of the deeper religious and
sociological trends that lead to exactly what he is doing: sharing christian values as
a secular priest. Those trends are not only based on a deep loss of social cohesion, but
seem to me more the symptoms of a loss of what it means to be human. Mackay is not
so much aware of the liquefaction of society and its implications for religious life, since
he limits his review to categories as ‘church attendance’, but he confirms it with almost
everything. He presents a very classic characterisation of ecclesial concepts, while at
the same time writing about the need for alternative approaches. Of course, these two
do not exclude each other but it seems to me there is more on the agenda than just the
level of church attendance here.
Unknowingly, Mackay is supporting a crucial specific reading of our current culture
that can be characterised by the terms liquid society, liquefaction and also connects
to what has been identified as liquid church. In my view these terms and concepts
shape the interpretive horizon of current attempts to develop hopeful church
practices. Sociologist of religion Zygmunt Bauman, was the first to coin the term
liquid society.125 He distinguished between solid modernity and liquid modernity. The
first (solid) indicated a massive constituency by which the political, economic and
ecclesial life and structures were regulated. The latter (liquid) reflects the current
phase of modernisation: a fluid, liquid society in which nothing is fixated, everything
is characterised by movement. Applied to our practical-theological ecclesiological
discourse, we could say that the solid church has failed to respond adequately to the
changes underway. Solid modernity has led to a solid form of church and this church
has uncritically taken for granted the central values of modernity. Churches have
accepted, across denominations, and in various types of ecclesiologies, patterns that
have decreased genuine mission, ignored cultural change and could therefore not
respond to people’s spiritual hunger and longing for hope. Solid church ‘mutated’ and
has become either a heritage site, a refuge or a nostalgic community. Liquid church
124 Mackay, o.c., Chapter 7, 172 (e-book version).
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should not be seen as a phenomenon in itself but as part of the larger flexible church
movement.126 The term reflects the way in which new communities of mission and
discipleship are being constructed as they evolve out of inherited models of church.
New communities are more developed as communicative projects, rather than as
structures. This movement shows itself to be of a highly experimental nature and
has a positive attitude towards postmodern culture and is assessed differently. Liquid
church is contrasted with solid church. Within the solid paradigm, the emphasis is on
formal growth and influence in the local community; rules and regulations are of great
importance and one would find fixed patterns of leadership and authority. Within the
liquid paradigm the focus is not on formal institutional business but on the informal
flowing communication between believers. The liquid community consists of networks
of believers and is geared towards spiritual activities. The related community must not
necessarily have the form of a weekly worship on Sundays but may have the form of a
decentralised network of spiritual exercises.
Dutch practical theologian Kees de Groot has developed Bauman’s general thesis of the
liquid society in a provocative way.127 He reframes the discussion of the liquid thesis
in a wider contextual setting, and uses his own Catholic background as a point of
reference. According to De Groot, institutional religion is not simply coming to an end
in Western societies, but more important, its assets and properties are redistributed:
large parts of the Catholic Church have gone into liquidation. Using the term liquidation,
he contends that we are not only facing a liquefaction of institutional religion, but in
fact a more serious problem. Religion and church are crossing boundaries. Religion is
becoming liquid and large parts of the churches’ products end up in leisure, health care
and contemporary culture. The metaphor of liquidation serves as a suitable metaphor
to describe the changing function and role of faith, religion and christian institutions.
Religious capital, fixed as it was in solid assets, is not just becoming fluid. In liquid
modernity, solid institutions loose their power and influence, at least to a certain
extent. Church, social class and family erode and networks become an important
126 Helen D. Morris, Flexible Church: Being the Church in the Contemporary World. London: SCM Press,
2019.
127 Kees de Groot, The Liquidation of the Church. Abingdon: Routledge, 2018.
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factor for social participation. This typical Baumanian view leads to downplaying
of the options for religion and community. Even more, if religion is included in the
series of institutions that have fallen, there is no more space for religion and thus, as
a consequence we would need to talk about ‘liquidation’. I agree with De Groot that
Bauman’s view on community and the role of religion is limited and I am convinced
that religion stays ‘on stage’ but under different conditions. These conditions are
strongly influenced by a context in which consumption, individual choices, networks,
communities ‘lite’ and various spiritualities are central and active. De Groot
characterises this slow but inevitable process leading to a selling out of the church’s
capital as a process of liquidation, not just liquefaction.128 Religious products do appear
in these different but new social contexts and are no longer limited to the church. De
Groot has no intention of playing ‘solid’ and ‘liquid’ modernity off against each other,
but wants to show their interplay as institutional and non-institutional forms of
religion and focus on the options for the church and other denominations. Churches
struggle and have a hard time coping with this so called process of liquidation. Much of
what gets attention because of that development in society, does not get the attention
it needs in the church. I agree, we need to focus on the need to develop sensitivity for
the changed relationship between the secular and the religious in a society in which
institutional religion has moved to the margins. Some would read this liquidation and
loss of control as a violent take over. But it needs a closer reading and and a careful
interpretation: new practices were developed using older traditions. Ecclesial actors
have contributed to changes which have resulted in a loss of ecclesial control. Forms of
religious capital are deployed in other fields.
Current research done in the context of congregations belonging to the Baptist Union
of Victoria (BUV), shows some initial confirmation of both Mackay’s and Offord’s
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128 De Groot, o.c., 129 ff. De Groot points to a few different stages in the response to liquid modernity.
He discerns between (1) developing some new initiatives while keeping the institute in tact, (2) handing
over (very often not voluntarily) activities to neighbouring social fields, e.g. when chaplaincy or other
offers (spirituality) transform into other activities and are then ‘sold’ and offered on the market (hospital, community centre). The church is no longer in control of these activities even though they depend
strongly upon the church and (3) multicultural and inter-religious projects and e.g. theatre are embedded in a reversed order into the offerings of the church (reversed embedding).

observations and themes (anxiety, otherness) and also identifies clearly a recognition of
De Groot’s thesis about the redistribution of ecclesial assets (shifting ecclesial services
to other providers, reversed embedding).129 While more research has to be done, based
on a larger amount of churches, the initial results are an indicator of a need for deep
reflection on what is really happening in the interaction between church and culture.
A better and deeper understanding of for example the redistribution-thesis, may help
churches to become more creative in how to connect to the needs of people in the
various segments of society. While it may look like pre-empting the church and her
identity, a flexible and agile posture towards these developments may open up a whole
range of new ways to serve people by caring, doing justice, and in the end bring hope.
Ecclesiological research will therefore need to be framed along the lines of 1 Peter 3:15.
It is about the willingness and readiness to be prepared to give an answer to everyone
who asks us to give the reason for the hope that we have. Ecclesiological research should
be focused on shaping hopeful communities that by the way they live and operate are
signs of God’s kingdom of faith, hope and love.

5.3
Origins & perceptions - sexuality, gender and theology, for the sake of
		
hopeful relationships and human dignity

This second exemplary area of work is also very close to my own work and practice as
a theologian. In my early years as a minister of a traditional Baptist church in a rural
part of the Netherlands, I was drawn into many stories of people in which I saw the
complexities of gender, expressions of sexuality and a very uncomfortable relationship
between those on one side and the church and its theology on the other. I remember
the meetings in which this uncomfortable relationship was evident and were it was
decided that, because of the embar-rassment elders and deacons felt, I as a young
pastor had to visit a couple who were living together without being married with
the assignment to inform them that this ‘lifestyle’ was not in conformity with the
alleged church’s ethical policies. Of course I did not do that. Primarily the nature of the
129 Cf. René Erwich, Testing the spirits. The liquid discourse as a test-case for Baptist congregations in
Victoria. Keynote presented at the Annual University of Divinity-research day, Melbourne. June 5, 2019.
(publication forthcoming).
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discomfort was that there was no openness to seriously engage in a robust discussion,
one that could have at least opened up a variety of alternative pastoral approaches. I
also remember the many conversations with church members around their broken
marriages, in which sexuality had become a real issue. I remember unhelpful and
helpful discussions in my second church about the question whether a gay man could
be baptised or not. And I also remember wonderful moments in which a group of
teenagers expressed their views on sexuality in a way that it felt like that was at least
for once a positive discourse instead of a development of a stigmatising approach of
‘sex is dirty’. Yes, people asked very serious questions that were not so easy to answer.
‘Does God really love sex?’, a question not just out of impersonal interest, but arising
out of the traumatic experience of years of sexual abuse.130 And is that question the
best way to frame the conversation? I can still feel the pain and the struggle in yet
another conversation, in which a man in this twenties came to see me and told me
that he had discovered that his father was crossdressing in their home. His mother had
witnessed this now a few times and he felt the ground under his feet was shaking.131 I
believe the pastoral team of the church did its best to stay close to all involved and yet
the complexities around this one family, were just too many to deal with. I could share
more of these stories and I am sure we are not unfamiliar with some of these ourselves.
I could report about ecclesial practices regarding young couples being required to
confess in front of the whole church that they had sex before the actual marriage
date, issues with pornography, prostitution, damaging conversations about virginity,
transgender and polyamory. Many of those conversations and practices circle around
a certain understanding and interpretation of Biblical texts and interwoven with
that the role of sexuality in history in general and of course views regarding gender.132
130 Frank G. Bosman, God houdt van seks. Kleine theologie van de erotiek. Utrecht: Kok, 2015.
131 Margriet van Heesch, Ze wisten niet of ik een jongen of een meisje was: kennis, keuze en geslachtsvariaties. Over het leven met en het kennen van intersekse condities in Nederland. Amsterdam: AUP, 2015.
Van Heesch gives an overview of the historical developments of the various intersex conditions and the
way these have shaped the public discourse regarding sex variations.
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132 Philippe Brenot & Laetitia Coryn, The Story of Sex. From Apes to Robots. London: Penguin, 2016. The
book is presented as a comic strip and presents an evolutionary approach to human sexuality but is
very insightful. I add a number of published works that have been meaningful in getting a better understanding of the general history and themes regarding human sexuality. Justin J. Lehmiller, The Psychol-

They also show traces of very specific anthropological, psychological and sociological
assumptions. Increasingly the question for me was: how can we hold our thinking
about God, theology and human sexuality and gender together? Is it possible at all
to have a theological voice that supports a hopeful and balanced discourse regarding
human sexuality? And how would that theology of sexuality and gender contribute
to human dignity? In sum, my experience was one in which people struggling with
gender, their sexual expression or intersex conditions, were marginalised and not
supported to find a hopeful way forward. In addition, these practices were based on a
certain level of implicit theologies, without being tested and inquired.
Clearly, it would be foolish to approach the whole theme of human sexuality only from
the perspective of the church, as if there would be no serious questions to be asked
outside some of the practices out of an ecclesial context I mentioned. Even if I qualify
the relationship between the church and gender and sexuality as uncomfortable,
much of the current discourse around it in popular culture can be qualified in a similar
manner.133 I strongly agree with De Botton when he states:
Whatever discomfort we do feel around sex is commonly aggravated by the
idea that we belong to a liberated age – and ought by now, as a result, to be
finding sex a straightforward and untroubling matter. The standard narrative
ogy of Human Sexuality. Malden: Wiley Blackwell, 2014. Stephen Garton, Histories of Sexuality. London:
Equinox, 2006. Sarah Toulalan & Kate Fisher, The Routledge History of Sex and the Body. 1500 to the
Present. Abingdon: Routledge, 2013. April D. DeConick, Holy Misogony. Why the Sex and Gender Conflicts in the Early Church Still Matter. London: Continuum, 2011. Dagmar Herzog, Sexuality in Europe. A
Twentieth-Century History. Cambridge: CUP, 2011. James J. Ponzetti (ed.), International Encyclopedia of
Marriage and Family. (2nd edition). New York: Macmillan, 2003. (three volumes). Don S. Browning (ed.),
Sex, Marriage, and Family in World Religions. New York: CUP, 2006. Adrian Thatcher, Redeeming Gender. Oxford: OUP, 2016. Adrian Thatcher (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Theology, Sexuality, and Gender.
Oxford: OUP, 2017. Margaret D. Kamitsuka (ed.), The Embrace of Eros. Bodies, Desires, and Sexuality in
Christianity. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2010. John J. Winkler, The Constraints of Desire. The Anthropology of Sex and Gender in Ancient Greece. London: Routledge, 1990. Hans W. De Knijff, Venus aan de
leiband. Europa’s erotische cultuur en christelijke sexuele ethiek. Kampen: Kok, 1987. Thomas Laqueur,
Making Sex. Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud. Harvard, 1990. Herman Pleij, Oefeningen in
genot. Liefde en lust in de late Middeleeuwen. Amsterdam: Prometheus, 2020.
133 Jonathan Grant, Divine Sex. A Compelling Vision for Christian Relationships in a Hypersexualized Age.
Grand Rapids: Brazos, 2015. While some of the practical proposals in Grant’s book may be open for
discussion, his analysis of a culture that is hypersexualized seems to be thought provoking.
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of our release from our shackles goes something like this: for thousands of
years across the globe, due to a devilish combination of religious bigotry
and pedantic social custom, people were afflicted by a gratuitous sense of
confusion and guilt around sex. They thought their hands would fall off if they
masturbated. They believed they might be burned in a vat of oil because they
had ogled someone’s ankle. They had no clue about erections or clitorises.
They were ridiculous. Then, sometime between the First World War and the
launch of Sputnik 1, things changed for the better. Finally, people started
wearing bikinis, admitted to masturbating, grew able to mention cunnilingus
in social contexts, started to watch porn films and became deeply comfortable
with a topic that had, almost unaccountably, been the source of needless
neurotic frustration for most of human history. Being able to enter into sexual
relations with confidence and joy became as common an expectation for the
modern era as feeling trepidation and guilt had been for previous ages. Sex
came to be perceived as a useful, refreshing and physically reviving pastime, a
little like tennis – something that everyone should have as often as possible in
order to relieve the stresses of modern life.
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This narrative of enlightenment and progress, however flattering it may be
to our powers of reason and our pagan sensibilities, conveniently skirts an
unbudging fact: sex is not something that we can ever expect to feel easily
liberated from. It was not by mere coincidence that sex so disturbed us for
thousands of years: repressive religious dictates and social taboos grew
out of aspects of our nature that cannot now just be wished away. We were
bothered by sex because it is a fundamentally disruptive, overwhelming
and demented force, strongly at odds with the majority of our ambitions
and all but incapable of being discreetly integrated within civilised society.
Despite our best efforts to clean it of its peculiarities, sex will never be either
simple or nice in the ways we might like it to be. It is not fundamentally
democratic or kind; it is bound up with cruelty, transgression and the desire
for subjugation and humiliation. It refuses to sit neatly on top of love, as it
should. Tame it though we may try, sex has a recurring tendency to wreak
havoc across our lives: it leads us to destroy our relationships, threatens
our productivity and compels us to stay up too late in nightclubs talking to
people whom we don’t like but whose exposed midriffs we nevertheless
strongly wish to touch. Sex remains in absurd, and perhaps irreconcilable,
conflict with some of our highest commitments and values. Unsurprisingly,

we have no option but to repress its demands most of the time. We should
accept that sex is inherently rather weird instead of blaming ourselves for not
responding in more normal ways to its confusing impulses. This is not to say
that we cannot take steps to grow wiser about sex. We should simply realize
that we will never entirely surmount the difficulties it throws our way. Our
best hope should be for a respectful accommodation with an anarchic and
reckless power.134
Indeed, a long quote, but needed because of the crucial insights it gives us. I believe that
De Botton hits the nail on the head in his analysis. Whether one would define oneself
as liberal or conservative, has a religious background or not, it would not take long to
admit the both constructive as well as destructive power that comes along with human
sexuality. I guess there is no neutral position one could easily take that would help to sort
things out. The level of confusion in and outside Christian circles is massive. Some of us
would remember the unrest that came up as a result of the Nashville Statement.135 This
statement, originating from the US-based Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood,
claims (among many other things) that sexuality is reserved to the marriage of one
man and one woman. In The Netherlands the statement was presented in a shortened
and badly translated Dutch version and kept the whole nation talking for weeks in 2019.
Liberals and conservatives, the Dutch PM Mark Rutte, members of Parliament and many
others discussed its impact. Telling was the fact that 250 men signed the Dutch version
of the statement, among which many ministers. The longer term impact probably was
that people started talking more about the underlying societal issues and so far the Dutch
movement has not gained much terrain with their campaign. Right in the middle of the
upheaval, Heleen Zorgdrager, gave a public lecture titled ‘Between the Song of Songs and
#MeToo’ [translation RE].136 Zorgdrager positions the current discourse around sexuality
on a continuum between Song of Songs and #MeToo, between the beauty and goodness
of human sexuality on one hand and the abhorrent images of it in the abuse of so many
134 Alain de Botton, How To Think More About Sex. New York: Picador, 2012.
135 See for details https://cbmw.org/nashville-statement (accessed 27 August 2020).
136 Zorgdrager is Professor of Systematic Theology with special attention for genderstudies at the Protestant Theological Faculty in the Netherlands. See for the Dutch version of the public lecture http://
theoluniv.ub.rug.nl/122/ (accessed 27 August 2020).
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women, men and children on the other. The big question for her, as for me, is how church
and theology move in this minefield? I agree with Zorgdrager that the church in general
has an unhappy track-record with the pending issues. One of the difficulties is the lack
of serious theological engagement about sexuality and relationships in our churches. We
feel uneasy, are afraid of implications, while in the meantime the absence of adequate
theology in connection with other sciences leads to an ever deeper erosion of community
life and ongoing division. More than ever it seems, the rights words about sexuality now
determine our eternal salvation.137 That, to be honest, seems a very unhealthy situation.
Zorgdrager frames her project to find guides for a deeper conversation about theology and
sexuality as a form of public theology that is focused on challenging other sciences to
contribute to a flourishing and hopeful life that orients itself towards transformation into
the reign of God. This is exactly where my hearts starts beating faster, since it is the search
for a logic of hope that can help us define a healthier context for human relationships. I am
convinced that one of the biggest challenges is to try and connect the various scientific
languages (anthropology, sociology, (neuro)psychology, theology) in a way that they
inform various possible faith positions that help and support the struggle of Christian
communities with gender and human sexuality.138 Zorgdrager identifies four important
trends that directly impact the current discourse on gender and sexuality. I summarise
them here since they show how much the context in which we find ourselves needs to
be understood in order to begin a deeper conversation. I will limit myself to sharing these
trends and will at a later stage evaluate these more specifically in a new publication.139
137 Cf. Mark Jordan, The Return of Religion during the Reign of Sexuality. In: L.M. Alcoff & J.D. Caputo
(eds.), Feminism, Sexuality and the Return of Religion. Bloomington: IUP, 2011. 39-54,41. I have paraphrased Jordan’s quote.
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138 A helpful working definition of ‘sexuality’ I work with can be found in the work of the WHO: ‘…a central
aspect of being human throughout life encompasses sex, gender identities and roles, sexual orientation,
eroticism, pleasure, intimacy and reproduction. Sexuality is experienced and expressed in thoughts, fantasies, desires, beliefs, attitudes, values, behaviours, practices, roles and relationships. While sexuality
can include all of these dimensions, not all of them are always experienced or expressed. Sexuality is
influenced by the interaction of biological, psychological, social, economic, political, cultural, legal, historical, religious and spiritual factors.’ (WHO, 2006a) Cf. https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/
sexual_health/sh_definitions/en/ (accessed 27 August 2020).
139 René Erwich & Almatine Leene, God, seks & theologie.(working title). Forthcoming in 2021.

The first trend defines sexuality as an article for consumption. Love and sexuality
happen in a context of dating apps like Tinder and many others. The online realities
change the shapes of relationships. It is all about the market value. Talking to my
own children it quickly becomes clear that most of them found their current partner
through one of those online apps. They would probably not label or interpret it as
such but it is all related to creating strategies enabling a lower level of vulnerability.140
Dependence and surrender in times of Tinder are a frightening challenge.141
A second trend Zorgdrager identifies is around the shaping of love and intimacy in
different models of relationship. She points to the decreasing number of marriages and
an increasing level of registered partnerships. The majority of first children are born
outside marriage. Recent demographics predict an ever increasing number of singles
in the next 30 years to a 25% of the adult population. New models of relationships are
tested on their safety and intimacy on one hand while at the same time they are tested
on the extent to which they allow independence and autonomy on the other.
The third trend connects to what Alain de Botton wrote (see my earlier quotation)
about the impact of the sexual revolution. Zordrager contends that the heritage of
that revolution has not been digested well enough. There is something serious going
on between sexual freedom and resistance against religion. We are aware of the
patronising impact of religion on human sexuality but one now wonders where is the
ethical framework that guides healthy sexual engagement? It is very easy to find all
kind of books on sexual techniques, but not a lot on value-driven approaches.142 Clearly
this is a gap and it is not just about ethics but about a broader theological framework
that defines the ‘playground’.
A fourth and final trend is the new sensitivity regarding the connection between
140 Mark D. Regnerus, Forbidden Fruit. Sex & Religion in the Lives of American Teenagers. New York: OUP,
2007. Zorgdrager also refers to Eva Ilouz, Why Love Hurts: A Sociological Explanation. Cambridge: Polity
Press, 2013.
141 Zorgdrager, o.c.9.
142 Cf. Margaret Farley, Just Love: A Framework for Christian Sexual Ethics. New York: Continuum, 2006.
Farley’s book is extremely informative as it tries to define 7 major principles for a safe and life-giving
approach to sexuality.
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power and sexual violence. In so many ways we have been confronted with the
consequences and horrific impact of sexual abuse in recent times and very specifically
based on the outcome of the Australian Royal Commission into Institutional Responses
to Child Sexual Abuse.143 We are at the beginning of a long process trying to respond
to those realities. In addition, one could refer to the #MeToo-disclosures. The attention
now goes to sexual abuse in media, abuse of minors, abuse in sport-clubs and this has
once more shown the linkages between power, positions of authority, ideology and
sexual misconduct. Zorgdrager rightly points out to the increased sensitivity around
power inequalities between men and women, professional carers and their clients, and
between pastors and their parishioners.144 Our eyes have now more than ever been
opened to a discourse of power: those with power abuse their professional position. It
is within this context of trends, that we need a timely response and a deeper reflection
on the core values that drive human sexuality. It would be fairly easy (some may think)
to come up with a variety of different theological reflections, or high-level principles to
work with. It is my conviction that we are better off instead by creating space to think
about some of the serious questions and existential struggles of living people with
their gender and sexuality. Of course this will make it harder to reach quick conclusions
or generalisations. As we take into account those trends, we need to move carefully
between the realities they represent and our theological reflections. It is the movement
between personal narratives and the voices of science in their relationship with
theology. And that is hard work. What do we need to develop hopeful relationships and
human dignity with regard to gender and human sexuality?

5.4

Further explorations & opportunities for research

Let us start with an imaginary story from a pastoral practice, since that is where it all
begins, and possibly where it all ends. It is the story of a lovely young couple, named Julia
and Thomas. They love each other to the moon and back and gradually there is a strong
desire to have children of their own and have a family. After some time, they inform their
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143 Cf. https://www.royalcommission.gov.au/royal-commission-institutional-responses-child-sexual-abuse
(accessed 27 August 2020).
144 Zorgdrager, o.c. 14.

pastor that Julia is expecting. It is a great moment of joy and it all looks well. A few weeks
later they share that they expect a baby girl. The pastor and his wife rejoice with them and
again all looks well. Months go by and as they enjoy the prospect of seeing their firstborn
and everything is ready for the arrival of the baby. It is close to the summer holidays and
a few days before the pastor receives an alarming phone-call from Thomas. His voice is
low, the pastor senses a mixture of anger and confusion as he conveys the message to
him: ‘the baby has arrived’. He asks: ‘Is everything all-right?’ ‘No, no’, he says and is silent
again. ‘What is wrong?’, the pastor asks. ‘We expected a girl but we are not sure whether it
is a girl, so now we can’t give a name’. ‘Why’, do I ask? ‘Well, it does not look like a girl, the
baby has no penis, but it is also not clear whether there is a vagina’. The pastor hears the
confusion and shock as Thomas unpacks their experiences of the past day.
A few weeks later the pastor and his wife meet them in the context of a pastoral
conversation. The couple are both very upset and one question after another comes out.
The pastor asks: ‘Have you given the baby a name yet?’ They admit to struggle with it
and mention that they did not take a decision yet because there is pressure from the
family, they are visibly insecure. ‘It is all about identity’, Thomas shares, ‘how can we
raise this child-without-a-name?’. ‘What lies ahead for it?, Julia cries out. Out of shame
they did not take any action and had a few horrible weeks. They express their pain
and the pastor silently reflects on what the words of Psalm 139, 14 could mean: ‘I praise
you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your works are wonderful, I know
that full well’. The conversation goes on for a while until the pastor’s wife decides to
advice them to see the special clinic in our capital, trying to help them take a little step
towards understanding what is happening here.
An imaginary story, but not really hard to imagine. In search for lenses to get a better
understanding, I propose there are a number of lenses we can use to try to understand
what has happened and build a framework of support for this young couple whose lives
have been disrupted. First of all, the condition that the unnamed baby is born with
has a name. In medical science it is called ‘an intersex condition’, or even (with a more
negative ring and connotation) ‘a sex development disorder’ (DSD).145 Literature shows
145 Margriet A. van Heesch, Ze wisten niet of ik een jongen of een meisje was: kennis, keuze en geslachtsvariaties. Over het leven met en kennen van intersekse condities in Nederland. Amsterdam: AUP, 2015.
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how the diagnosis of this condition shifted gradually from ‘disorder’ to ‘sex variation’
or ‘variations in sex development’. The term itself seems to be an umbrella-term, with a
range of conditions as a result of genetic and hormonal variations (AIS, CAIS or PAIS).146 In
medical terminology, the newborn baby did show an a-typical genital anatomy: it could
not be identified as a boy or a girl. Looking at statistics in 2014 for the Netherlands, these
showed a registered group of people with some kind of ‘variation of sex development’
of around 80,000, approximately 0.6% of the population. There are many similar stories
that could be told, with even greater variety of an intersex condition. The story of the
baby-with-no-name is just one of the many, that until recent years, was covered or
hidden within the confines of families and communities. The pattern would very often
be like this. A decision for surgery could be made in combination with longterm medical
treatment and medication to develop a clearer sex, paralleled with gender-specific
education as a boy or girl, depending on a variety of options. Very often these stories are
accompanied by a lengthy denial of a person’s identity by the surrounding family out of
shame but also strong emotions around the contradictions of the personal body. Experts
comment that this is the attempt ‘not to know’ that there is something special with your
body.147 This ‘un-knowing’ develops itself within a context of mechanisms of knowledge
asymmetry and specific world views in which sexuality is regulated. In practice this has
meant that people with this intersex condition tried to forget that there was something
different about their bodies. Under the pressure of specific views on gender, an active
process of denial and forgetting emerged, enfolded with secrecy around surgery etc.
Clearly this ignorance is construed and perpetuated, while at the same time linked to
specific authorities.148
9-44. Van Heesch researched the various paradigms that were decisive with regard to sex variations
during the past decades. Based on the close reading of personal narratives of people, she hopes to impact the discourse on gender and more important she intends to support people with sex variations in
their experiences of marginalisation and stigmatisation. The discourses that have impacted people have
been known as: binary thinking, imperatives for reproduction, heteronormativity, homophobia, and the
claim of healing intersex conditions.

“

Whatever
discomfort
we do feel
around
sex is
commonly
aggravated
by the idea
that we
belong to
a liberated
age...”

146 Megan K. DeFranza, Sex Difference in Christian Theology. Male, Female, and Intersex in the Image of
God. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2015. Chapter 1.
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147 Van Heesch, o.c. Chapter I and II.
148 Van Heesch, o.c. 10.
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Another attempt to understand what is happening relates back to our understanding
and framing of gender and its related historical development. There is much more to
digest here, but I offer these insights as a contribution to developing pathways that
could support a better communal practice. As usual there is a bit of history involved
here. Most of us are familiar with the term ‘hermaphrodite’, referring back to Greek
mythology in which Hermes and Aphrodite give birth to a son, Hermaphroditos, a
child of mixed sex. We are however less familiar with the connected theories from the
ancient world. Hippocrates, Aristotle and Galen are known for their specific theories on
human gender and sexuality. They were children of their time yet represented classical
views on sex and gender. Hippocrates (c.460-c.370 BCE) contended that whenever there
is conception, two seeds fuse together to form a foetus. Both partners experiencing
pleasure when having sex was seen as evidence of them both emitting seed. Semen
could only come from the whole body and sex determination depended on the balance
of strong male semen versus weak female semen. Male sperm was considered stronger
by Hippocrates, (quotation by Thatcher):
In the male there is female sperm and male sperm; in the same way in the
woman. The male sperm is stronger than the female. For of necessity the
male develops stronger sperm, and here is another point. If the sperm that
comes from both is strong, a male is born; if weak, a female is born..;149
For Aristotle (384-322 BCE), male and female are principles of generation. The male is the
efficient cause of offspring: the female is the material cause. The male provides the soul
of the embryo, and as you can guess, the female the body. Sperm conveys spirit into the
female. Semen bears the immaterial reason which the woman receives and reason (for
Aristotle) is divine. Clearly for him women are constituted by a series of deficiencies,
how embarrassing one should comment.150 Pregnant women, according to Aristotle, did
not have their periods, because the developing foetus fed itself on it. Just a few hundred
years later, Galen (c.130-c. 210 CE) shaped this approach further, even though he moved
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149 Adrian Thatcher, Redeeming Gender. Oxford: OUP, 2016. Especially the Introduction and 11 ff. And
also Adrian Thatcher, Sex, Gender, and Theology. An Introduction. Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011.
6-14.
150 Thatcher, 2016. 21.

to a ‘two-seed theory’, rejecting some of Aristotle’s earlier ideas. Galen stated (quotation
by Thatcher):
[the] female seed is expelled from the ovaries at the time of coition in such
a manner that both seeds meet in the womb, mix, and form a membrane;
the female seed serves as food for the semen in its development, then the
development follows, with pneuma bringing about the development of liver,
heart and brain.151
This early conceptualisation led, together with other social and material categories to
a very specific understanding of gender. There is only one singular spectrum of male
and female, only one sex, related to power, virtue, status and temperature It was duritia
(hardness) versus mollitia (softness, delicateness).152 ‘Hardness’, referred in the Roman
world to the muscularity of the ideal male body. The opposite quality was assigned
to women with their delicate bodies and their love for luxury, emotions and dissolute
morals.153 Women were imperfect men, imperfect versions of the male body. It does not
take a lot of effort to understand that this ‘one-sex theory’ and its ‘default’ male body had
its massive influence into the New Testament world and beyond into the first centuries.154
Tracing history further it seems there is strong evidence of this ‘one-sex theory’, and
men and women having the same reproductive ‘equipment’ until the very late 1700’s.155
New discoveries, influenced by a growing anatomic and physiological knowledge
changed the perspective as the one-sex model was no longer compatible with anatomical
complexity. Between 1650 and 1850 we see a gradual transition into a ‘two-sex model’.
For quite some time bodies of men and women were believed to be both distinctive and
the same. Instead using terms like ‘the neck of the womb’, the term ‘vagina’ began to
151 Thatcher, 2016. 22.
152 Thatcher, 2016. 23.
153 Mathew Kuefler, The Manly Eunuch: Masculinity, Gender Ambiguity, and Christian Ideology in Late
Antiquity. Chicago: UCP, 2001. 21.
154 Thatcher, 2016. 25 ff. Thatcher, 2011. 29 ff. Compare also C.M. Conway, Behold the Man - Jesus and
Greco-Roman Masculinity. Oxford: OUP, 2008.
155 Thatcher, 2016. 34 ff. For a full discussion and details see 37ff.
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be used, ‘women’s testicles’ changed to ‘ovaries’.156 It is clear that social, intellectual and
also theological changes (and in their interrelatedness) led to the arrival of the ‘twosex model’, while in some areas of society, like in the church, the ‘one-sex model’ still
exercises its influence in liturgy and church leadership. Thatcher comments:
Instead of condemning prejudice we had to learn that masculinist language
provided massive, primary evidence of the unaltered continuation of the
one-sex theory into the twentieth century, and now well beyond it. Since
women are men, it is obvious that to speak of ‘men’ is to speak of men and
women. That is what the church has always done.157
In a way we are struggling with two plots and with the tensions between them.158 The
one-sex plot and the two-sex plot. In the one-sex plot, woman is an imperfect version
of man, and her anatomy and physiology are construed accordingly: the vagina is seen
as an interior penis, the womb as a scrotum, the ovaries as testicles. The two-sex plot
tends to dominate post-Enlightenment thinking while the one-sex model is firmly
rooted in classical learning. The two-sex plot contends that the body determines gender
differences, that woman is the opposite of man with incommensurably different
organs, functions, and feelings. Of course the final word of what this all could mean
for a theology of sexuality or for a theological view on sexual difference, has not been
spoken yet. Thatcher claims that we have ended up with three frameworks which have
a tension filled relationship in practice. There is (a) one sex , a single continuum, moving
from more to less perfect; (b) there are two unequal sexes and (c) there are two equal
sexes. The implications for church practices and for the way in which women and men
participate are understandably huge. Under the first (one sex), women are most of the
time banned from senior leadership positions in the church. Under the second position
(two unequal sexes) the female nature would be interpreted as a liability and therefore
156 Shoemaker in Thatcher, 2016. 53.
157 Thatcher, 2016. 59.
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158 Thatcher (Thatcher, 2016, o.c.) acknowledges the complexities around the one-sex model., based on
interpretations derived from Laqueur’s work (Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender From the
Greeks to Freud. Cambridge: HUP, 1990. Laqueur has been severely criticised and some of his categorisations may need to be softened to escape a very unrealistic clear cut fixed pattern.

problematic. Under the final position (two equal sexes) the equality leads to disabling
men or women from certain positions. Thatchers questions whether we should take
a more hopeful pathway which would have the courage to locate gender within the
transfor-mation in the image of Christ.159
This very short exposition leaves us with a number of matters that cannot be resolved
in the context of this lecture. We embarked on this ‘excursion’ for the sake of finding
wisdom that would help the young couple in our imaginary story to deal with their
situation. How do our reflections through the various lenses offered, support us in our
journey with the young couple in the church with their intersex baby? Would it be
possible for us to help the parents to see their child in a different perspective, while at the
same time not all problems would be solved?160 Imagine that we would not give them
the advice to embark immediately (if at all possible) on a series of surgical interventions,
but instead try to value the child as given by a God who transcends the encultured
binary gender-categories? Would it be acceptable to help them see their child as unique?
True, we are stumbling in the light here and again, I do not pretend to have final
answers. My attempt is to connect medical, biological, sociological, anthropological and
theological wisdom with each other in a way that could give us perspective.161 Clearly it
is time to start thinking more deeply about these connections if we take human dignity
serious and if we are aiming at developing pastoral practices that are thoughtful and
159 Thatcher, 2016. 81ff. Thatcher also starts the conversation about what he calls the ‘deadly mix’, an attempt
also in the predominant Roman Catholic and Anglican churches to combine the one-sex and the two-sex
theory, with all the negative impact this may have on people (mostly women) in leadership positions.
160 See for a very interesting way of addressing the various aspects of gender and sexuality, presented
by Sam Killermann and known as the ‘Genderbread person’. Killermann explains how people position
themselves on a continuum, moving through various layers of identity: gender identity, gender expression, biological sex, sexual attraction, and romantic attraction. Gender identity refers to the way in which
we interpret our own internal hormonal ‘economy’. Gender expression refers to the way in which we
show our gender (sometimes based on traditional roles, the ways we dress etc.). Our biological sex
refers to the biological and genetic make-up and the internal/external genitals and chromosomes. For
more info and background see https://www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/about/about-sam-killermann/ (accessed 28 August 2020).
161 Compare Adrian Thatcher (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Theology, Sexuality, and Gender. Oxford:
OUP, 2017. In this volume Thatcher and other look at the various contributions science make to the discourse of theology, gender and sexuality.
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bring hope to so many people living in the margins of our communities.
One crucial theme in our discussion is related to the discernment of issues related
to gender. Basically it is crucial to discern between gender essentialism and gender
constructivism.162 Mainstream thinkers adhering to the gender essentialism-paradigm,
take their starting point in the differing characteristics men and women have at birth.
They would emphasise biological determination rather than cultural influences. Gender
and sex are in fact identical in this view. We have, in this view, to live with the reality
of two fixed sexes with their related role patterns. God has created them this way, it is
their essence and therefore, it is his purpose that members of one sex desire to be with
members of the opposite sex. God has created two differentiated sexes that cannot be
changed (in combination with a strong view on biological fundamentalism). The desire
of a woman for a woman or the desire of a man for a man, does not match with God’s
created order. We have been created to be heterosexual. In this way of thinking of course,
opposed definitions of manhood and womanhood can be kept in place.163 In practice, but
sometimes in variations, followers of this view focus on primary complementarity of men
and women. Mainstream thinkers adhering to the gender constructivism-paradigm have
a different view on the relationship between gender and sex: everything is construed.
Gender is not primarily a result of God’s creation or revelation, but appears and develops
itself in social and historical constructs. Societies produce relationships and men and
women relate to each other on the basis of construed norms and values. One can imagine
how these two paradigms have their influence on theological and ethical debates.
In a recent contribution Heleen Zordrager has paid attention to the tensions between
the two paradigms.164 In fact, Zorgdrager shares her own doubts about gender-identity
as a social construct and moves more in the direction of a view that takes its starting
point in a biological basis. Research that increasingly points to a biological basis for
gender-dysphoria (the experience that there is a mismatch between the physical sex
162 Thatcher, 2011. 17ff. Thatcher, 2016.
163 Basically this is the line of argument in the Nashville Statement (see above).
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164 Heleen Zordrager, Terug naar de natuur? Een feministisch theologe op de rand van bekering. [Back to
nature? A feminist theologian on the edge of conversion]. https://liberaalchristendom.files.wordpress.
com/2019/11/terug-naar-de-natuur_heleen-zorgdrager.pdf (Accessed 14 November 2019).
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and the deviant gender-identity) and research that seems to prove that homosexual
behaviour in 30-40% of cases is hereditary, tend to move her to a more biological view.165
These developments urge her even more to a theological response. She refers to the
Roman Catholic study issued by the Vatican in 2019, in which a renewed attention to
traditional family values has been brought forward.166 It cautions her to not jump to
conclusions on the final validity of either gender-essentialism or gender-constructivism.
New findings may lead to adjustments in both camps.
Thatcher also reminds us that even though both paradigms are described as extreme
positions on a continuum, we could find numerous positions in between.167 Not every
theologian who considers herself to be an essentialist, will claim that desire and
procreation are eternal constants. The strength of this position is however, that it could
potentially safeguard us against an uncritical acceptance of cultural hypes. It is true
that many Christian values and traditions around those values are still important in
stimulating the good life. One could argue that human sexuality is put into perspective
by those value-related traditions that help in the healthy regulation and restraint of
human desire.168 On the opposite side of the spectrum, constructivists would argue
that God has given people responsibility to develop healthy relationships and God has
left it to us how that could be done in the best possible way. Tensions rise as soon as
both parties start a conversation about these opposing positions. Many religions and
religious movements tend to express themselves regarding gender and sexuality in a
way that matches the essentialist approach, while the secular discourse positions itself
more in a constructivist position. Much of the content of the secular discourse leans
on Butler’s ideas regarding gender. Gender, according to Butler, is not something that
165 Zorgdrager, o.c.
166 Male and Female He created them. Towards a path of dialogue on the question of gender theory in
education. http://www.educatio.va/content/dam/cec/Documenti/19_0997_INGLESE.pdf (accessed 14
November 2019).
167 Thatcher, 2011. 17ff.
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168 Cf. Hans W. De Knijff, Venus aan de leiband. Europa’s erotische cultuur en christelijke sexuele ethiek.
Kampen: Kok, 1987. De Knijff argues that a Christian sexual ethic needs to be in place to provide a
framework in which human desire, lust and sexuality should be restrained. Christian marriage and authentic love are needed to function as the leash for Venus.

is part of the human genetic make-up, but gender has a highly performative character,
referring to the fact that the things we say exercise a certain function by saying
them.169 Thatcher uses the following example to explain this performativity:
When a spouse says “With this ring I thee wed,” the utterance, along with an
activity, accomplishes a performance. A politician declares a new hospital
wing open by saying something like “I declare this new hospital wing open”.
As Butler would have it, we become the women and men we are through the
repetition of countless gendered acts every day of our lives. We perform our
genders through our actions.170
Butler therefore speaks about ‘doing gender’, rather than ‘being gender’. Van Heesch
picks up on exactly this point in shaping her position. The ongoing battle to fixate what
is masculine or feminine, is perpetuated by a culturally forced repetition of opposed
gender identities.171 Butler was, to put her views in perspective, at the time of Gender
Trouble part of a broader movement of post-structuralism like Foucault. Both have
rightly addressed the influence of language and power with regard to gender and
sexuality. Both language and power are no neutral forces, but in themselves reflect the
assumptions and values of life and relationships. Whoever gives a name to a newborn
baby, has in the action of naming a certain power, the child is not in the position to
refuse the name. The act of giving a name comes with a certain measure of authority
and power. In a similar way this is the same with gender and sexuality.172
It is with great interest that I have started to follow the broader discussions between
out topic and science in general. A recent publication from the realm of neuroscience
gives us another set of data to consider. The Dutch national newspaper Trouw reports
on the British neuroscience expert Gina Rippon’s new publication The Gendered Brain.173
169 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. New York: Routledge, 1990.
170 Thatcher, 2011. 21.
171 Van Heesch, o.c. III, 100.
172 For a further analysis of power and language around the concepts and terminology of homosexuality,
hetero-sexuality cf. Thatcher, o.c. 2011. Thatcher is also critical about the ideas of Foucault and wonders
whether his views on power in fact disable resistance against the abuse of power.
173 An article by Nicole Lucas in Trouw, 30 March 2019. Cf. Gina Rippon, The Gendered Brain. The new
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Ripon contends that men and women are not that different, they learn gender above
else. At least: the differences between the male and female cannot lead to far reaching
conclusions. Rippon’s core thesis does not disrespect the classical theory about nature
and nurture, but in it she points out to the plasticity of the brain. According to Rippon
the brain changes under the influence of experiences people have. She presents an
interesting example in this context. In order to be eligible for a permit to drive a taxi in
London, potential drivers need to prove that they master the city’s street-map. Research
showed that the brain of those who are still trainees differs substantially from those
who have been on the job for years.174 Over the past years an important breakthrough
was achieved as researchers discovered the brain to be much more proactive and in fact
anticipating in more ways regarding the collection of information than they previously
thought. One would think that the brain responds to new data arriving, while in
fact the brain seems to generate predictions about what could come next, based on
previous patterns in earlier situations. Rippon contends that the brain is producing a
constant collection of images that help us to navigate: the brain therefore functions as a
predictive satellite-navigation.175 Even babies take in social data at a high speed as they
make connections and register what it is important. They are in many ways little social
sponges sucking up cultural information. Rippon shares the story of a remote village
in Ethiopia, where researchers dropped closed boxes with new laptops. The laptops
had been pre-installed with a limited amount of games, music and apps, without any
instruction as how to use these. Observing the children who found the boxes, they
noticed it took only 4 minutes for one of them to open the box and find the power
button. In the following 5 days every kid in the village was able to use 40 or more apps
and singing the songs that were installed.176 Rippon does not dispute certain biological
differences between men and women, not even in the experience of sexuality as such,
but emphasises the high-level interaction between predisposition and context. A world
in which gender and its related opinions are central, will develop a human brain that
neuroscience that shatters the myth of the female brain. London: Bodley head, 2019.
174 Rippon, o.c. 111. (e-book version).
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functions on the basis of predominant discourses. Ruling ideas and discourses about
what is normative for masculine or feminine behaviour, will leave their traces in the
human brain. Rippon summarises it well:
With input from exciting breakthroughs in neuroscience, the neat, binary
distinctiveness of these labels is being challenged – we are coming to realise
that nature is inextricably entangled with nurture. What used to be thought
fixed and inevitable is being shown to be plastic and flexible; the powerful
biology-changing effects of our physical and our social worlds are being
revealed. Even something that is ‘written in our genes’ may come to express
itself differently in different contexts.177
It looks like a typical male or female brain does not exist. Of course there is more to
discuss, but I take Rippon’s ideas to supply the broad gender and sexuality discourse
with more thinking space and options for reflecting more deeply on the predominant
binary discourse.
It is time to return to some theological reflections, since this is the end goal that I have
in mind. In order to conclude this section I embark on sharing two exciting illustrations
of how theological reflection could help us to look at the current topic and also give
a different language to it. I offer these two not as final words about a very complex
matter. Rather I would like to insist that we need a different theology regarding gender
and sexuality in order for it to become a logic of hope. First of all I will present some of
the work by Sarah Coakley and finish with some of Rowan Williams’s contributions.
Sarah Coakley, in ‘God, Sexuality and the Self. An Essay On the Trinity’, attempts to
develop a new systematic theology and in doing so she insists to think deeply about the
foundations of faith in God.178 She writes about her book:
[T]his book is written in the fundamental conviction that no cogent
answer to the contemporary Christian question of the trinitarian God can
be given without charting the necessary and intrinsic entanglement of
human sexuality and spirituality in such a quest: the questions of right

175 Rippon, o.c. 112 ff. (e-book version).

177 Rippon, o.c. 15. (e-book version).

176 Rippon, o.c. 14. (e-book version).

178 Sarah Coakley, God, Sexuality and the Self. An Essay ‘On the Trinity’. Cambridge: CUP, 2013.
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contemplation of God, right speech about God, and right ordering of desire
all hang together.179
Thinking about God immediately requires us to think about sexuality and spirituality.
Worshipping God, speaking about God and the position of human desire cannot be
separated. According to Coakley, God should be at the centre of things whenever we
reflect on desire, mostly because of the necessary connections with God and people. It
is in this context that she proposes a different order: desire has priority over sex, gender
and sexuality. For her the point of orientation is both God’s desire for his creation as well
as the desire people have for other people. She resists to simply talk about the problem
of homosexuality.180 There is a deeper matter at stake here: putting the desire for God
above all other desires. In order to do so, Coakley investigates a way of thinking about the
Trinity that would enable a different approach to gender and sexuality in the context of
the current society. Her aim is to develop a vision of the self that defines our identities
based on a deep participation in God’s love as shown to us by the Father, Son and Spirit.
This transformation of the self, leads to a radical purification of wrongly oriented desires.
Desire in this vision, is the determining factor for who I am as human being. According to
Coakley, we will need to rediscover these roots and this exercise implies the reassessment
of our deepest assumptions about sexuality, gender and the self. Our thinking about the
Trinity and gender and sexuality need to be held in a delicate reflective balance:
Thus the problem of the Trinity cannot be solved without addressing the
very questions that seem least to do with it, questions which press on
the contemporary Christian churches with such devastating and often
destructive force: questions of sexual justice, questions of the meaning and
stability of gender roles, questions of the final theological significance of
sexual desire.181
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impact on many current complex debates in our churches. In fact Coakley proposes
to subordinate the thinking about gender to the thinking about desire. Gender in
Coakley’s view is about the differentiated and embodied relationship of a person to God
and others.182 Crucial then is the question about the meaning of human beings made
in the image of God (imago Dei). Coakley positions human desire in a positive way in
relationship with theological concepts of creation, sin, and redemption. Doing so opens
up a continuum or a framework in which both hope and despair can be named. Gender
and desire both are in need of completion and final transformation or ultimate perfection.
What is fallen can be redeemed and sanctified – indeed rendered
sacramental by participation in Christ. In this sense, gender may be seen not
merely as a locus of oppression, but just as much as the potential vehicle of
embodied salvation.183
Clearly this is a different way of thinking. It is a different logic that requires openness
for growth in accordance with the image of Christ. I believe that we need this
fundamental openness for change, transformation, openness for reflection on what
shapes the essence of gender. Coakley summarises:
Gender (embodied difference) is here not to be eradicated, note, but to be
transformed; it still ‘matters’, but only because God desires it to matter and
can remake it in the image of his Son.184
In an impressive analysis of Romans 8:26, Coakley shows how much she takes serious
what she began to reflect on:
In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know
what we ought to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us through
wordless groans. (Romans 8:26, NIV)

Coakley hopes that a deeper understanding of God and God’s desire for his creation
enables a more balanced approach to human desire, which then would have a beneficial

This text supports Coakley’s thinking about the role and function of prayer as the

179 Coakley, o.c. 1-2.

182 Coakley, o.c. 53.

180 Coakley, o.c. 11.

183 Coakley, o.c. 53-54.

181 Coakley, o.c. 2.

184 Coakley, o.c. 55.
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instrument with regard to the influence of the Triune God on human desire. The
inability to pray is overcome by God praying within us by the holy Spirit. We can speak
of a permanent pendulum motion the Spirit makes between God the Father and us,
and between us and God the Father. It is the Spirit who conveys God’s desire to love me
profoundly. It is again the Spirit who conveys my desire to love God. This process is about
an endless tenderness and yet at the same time a repetitive interruption and assessment
of my desires.185 And it is a permanent invitation to participate in God’s love and light.
If then our lives in that sense are a permanent invitation to participate in the life of the
Triune God, this means our convulsive thinking about gender has to be given up. The
character of the Triune God needs to influence our gender conversations since we are
created in the image of that God. The interrupting activity of the Spirit is fundamental
for our understanding of human gender. God in his plurality of love, breaks right
through the predominant binary thinking:
So this irreducible threeness in God cannot be insignificant for the matter of
gendered twoness, since the human is precisely made ‘in God’s (trinitarian)
image’, and destined to be restored to that image. It must be, then, that
in this fallen world, one lives, in some sense, between twoness and its
transfiguring interruption; so one is not, as in secular gender theory, endlessly
and ever subject to the debilitating falseness of fallen gender, fallen twoness.
In fact, in Christ, I meet the human One who, precisely in the Spirit, has
effected that interruptive transfiguration of twoness. He has done so by
crossing the boundary between another ‘twoness’ more fundamental even
than the twoness of gender: the ontological twoness of the transcendent God
and the created world.186
Gender is positioned in a theological framework. A theology that seriously wrestles with
issues of power, gender and sexuality will need to reflect further on what this means.
Questions remain as to the practical implications of Coakley’s approach and the norming
of desire. How does creative sexual desire relate to forms of destructive desire?187
185 Coakley, o.c. 55 ff.
186 Coakley, o.c. 56-57.
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187 Cf. Thatcher, 2011. Chapter 4. Desiring. Thatcher elaborates on disordered desire and its implications
and shares a different reading of the Song of Songs on sexual desire, sensuality and lust. I leave the dis-

One of the most intriguing and wonderful essays about human desire, love, sexuality
and God is Rowan Williams’s essay titled The Body’s Grace.188 I offer some brief insights
from this essay because it ends where my reflections about sexuality began as an
attempt to address hope and dignity. Williams starts his essay with a story out of Paul
Scott’s Raj Quartet.189 The main personages in the novel experience the tragic side of
human sexuality. Scott’s main character, Sarah, discovers how her body is a source of
joy for herself and for the other person she loves. Williams characterises this experience
as a form of grace, knowing yourself as desired and meaningful. This sense of being
meaningful and being desired is part of the Christian story. That story tells us time and
again that we are loved and desired for by God. We have been created in ways in which
we will experience that we are invited into the life of the Triune God who loves us.
Williams sees an analogy between God’s desire to love us, and the human desire to love
and be the reason of joy for one another. It is this theological and foundational thought
that Williams connects with human sexuality. He infuses the discourse on desire
and sexuality with the fundamental principle of reciprocity. The experience of being
able to mutually love one another must, according to Williams, be seen as embodied
grace. In a sexual relationship, I am no longer totally in charge of who I am, since every
genuine experience of desire brings me into a position in which I cannot out of myself
satisfy my needs without deforming them. Right in that experience, I feel the enormous
helplessness of my own self. If I desire to be the cause of joy for the other with my body,
this implies that I will need to be present with my body, in order to be accepted, seen and
satisfied. Oriented towards the joy and the desire of the other, my surrender becomes
full of love. The desire for my joy implies my focus on the desire of the other whom I
desire. In this kind of surrender, clearly, according to Williams, grace hides itself, a body’s
grace. The essay deserves more attention than I can give to it here, but clearly Williams
offers some fundamental thoughts to chew on.
course regarding desire and lust out of this lecture but clearly this is an important part of the ongoing
discussion.
188 Rowan D. Williams, The Body’s Grace. In: Eugene F. Rogers jr. (ed.), Theology and Sexuality. Classic and
Contemporary Readings. Blackwell Readings in Modern Theology. Oxford: Blackwell, 2002. 309-321.
189 Paul Scott, The Day of the Scorpion. London: Heinemann, 1968.
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6. Methods along the way
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At the outset of the two areas of work I presented, I have made clear my focus is on
developing practices that give hope or enable us to be agents of hope. While I could have
chosen other areas, the two I presented represent some of the fundamental domains I
am involved in. They specifically represent areas in which hope can be shaped and lived
out in so many different ways. By now you may have discerned that for me these are
areas where practical theology should serve to be a practice of hope. Both the discourse
regarding the current and future shape of church and the discourse about gender,
sexuality and theology should focus on the norming norm for practical theology in
1 Peter 3:15: always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give
the reason for the hope that you have. Practices of this hope are always meant to be
embodied practices. In the context of this lecture I believe it is therefore appropriate to
talk about methods and methodology. The two areas, I recognise, are overwhelming.
It is my intention to develop the two presented areas further in my own research. In
that context I envisage working increasingly with research-labs, consisting of groups
of experienced researchers in these areas, students and stakeholders of our own
denomination and of course those from our ecumenical networks in the University
of Divinity. The advantage of setting up specific research-labs with this configuration
is that both long time academics, students and practitioners, learn together and do
what practical theology really needs to do: develop practical wisdom that infuses hope.
Instead of perpetuating disconnections because theorists, academics and practitioners
all stay in their own safe bubble, I would like to create these labs in such a way that
topics, themes and deep trends stay connected. To some extent this connection can be
realised by joining the experts who so often claim their singular knowledge in their
own area with experts in other areas of expertise in order to end unhelpful separations
and start co-creative processes. It is my experience that practitioners most of the time
like to connect with relatively quick answers to topics. In our discourse, talking about
human sexuality then, the discussions may be limited to talking about whether it is
right or wrong to allow people with a certain sexual expression in leadership positions

in the church. Practitioners are much more focused on quick and very often pragmatic
solutions. Academics have the natural inclination to slow down, think about trends and
most of the time they focus on what I tend to call ‘the question mark’. I am convinced
that in order to develop practices of hope, more than ever, at least those two groups
need to be in one room for a longer time around the major challenges we are facing.
Research-labs function to develop new chains of knowledge together. In general the
University of Divinity should invest in developing multidisciplinary research-labs that
engage in the creative processes of shaping wisdom together. This is needed to support
the University of Divinity’s position in the public domain and to ensure theology’s
opportunities to be a strong conversation partner. I am convinced that the current
fragmentation of theological curricula in our own University does not lead us to the
right level of responses to secure shared wisdom. The first thing needed is a balanced
identification of the core themes and trends research-labs can be built around. In a
further step these labs can start to function as communities of practice, smaller and
larger research communities, subsequently defined by the shared outcome of enhanced
learning. In fact this model is about the creation of rich networks that are vital for our
organisations, churches and institutions.190 And yes, in order to function well, these
would require a very transparent structure of collaboration, with clear goals, clarified
commitments, and resources. To me these labs offer an opportunity to create new
connections and bring expertise together in ways that have been unprecedented
in theology. I am hopeful that embarking on a few serious experiments would be
beneficial for both academia and the professional arena and I certainly intend to start
developing two around the presented areas in this lecture. Clearly, it is bit more than a
method, maybe I should acknowledge the fact that it almost entails a way of living.

190 Zoë Bennett, Elaine Graham, Stephen Pattison, Heather Walton, Invitation to Research in Practical Theology. Abingdon: Routledge, 2018.
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7. Summary

8. Acknowledgements

At the conclusion of this lecture, it makes sense to recapitulate our journey. From the
very start of this lecture I have tried to instill a specific view of practical theology. I have
presented practical theology as a practice of hope. The subsequent steps I needed to take
to build my case, focused on biblical-theological and systematic-theological data and
led to a conceptuali-sation of hope. The discourse I developed took into account that for
hope to be really connec-ted to lived realities, other non-theological voices are crucial.
The journey then took us to into a conversation around practical theology and its core
principles as a theological discipline. I made it clear that in order for the discipline to
function as a practice of hope, it needs to be a normative project, guided by the desire
to make a difference in the world today. Whatever the context, this normativity,
embedded in serious empirical research, needs a theological qualification. With this in
mind I redefined theology as a logic of hope, that connects to sha-ping compelling ways
of life in which faith, hope and love are visibly present. The practices I then presented
around ecclesiogenesis and gender and human sexuality functioned as illustrations
of areas where hopeful practices can be developed. Both discourses allow space for
normativity but always take their starting point in empirical and lived realities from
which they arise. The reconfiguration of hope in those practices is at the heart of the
practical-theological agenda.

The title of this public lecture Practical theology as a practice of hope. Reflections on a
discipline that connects, is part of my own biography. Something I hope is now clear.
And yet, doing theology and even more doing practical theology, does not happen in
an isolated reality in a far-far-away land or in an ivory tower. I have had the privilege
of journeying with many companions along the way. It is appropriate to mention some
of those companions explicitly in this context, because I stand on their shoulders and
so many of them are or were giants in their own right. Some are friends, others are
colleagues, teachers and close family. I have dedicated this lecture to my grandfather,
Siebe de Groot (1916-2004), who was in so many ways of influence on my theology. He
was truly a man of God and a theologian in his own right. I am thankful for the ways
in which he helped me to understand that faith in Jesus Christ is the best thing that can
happen to a human being. I also would like to mention prof dr Jannes Reiling (1923-2005),
longtime principal of the Dutch Baptist Seminary and professor of New Testament at
the University of Utrecht, my alma mater. Reiling is responsible for my ongoing interest
in exegesis. As a trained classicist he forced us to take the text as it presented itself to us
serious. Another humble giant I would like to mention is prof dr Olof de Vries (1941-2014),
professor of Systematic Theology and Baptist Studies at the Dutch Baptist Seminary and
at the University of Utrecht. He made me think and reflect theologically and I honour
him for his encouragement to think independently. I also mention my ‘Doktervater’ prof
dr Jan Visser, professor of Practical Theology (ecclesial structures) at the University of
Utrecht who was willing to invest in me as a young doctoral student. He is responsible
for my ongoing empirical endeavours in practical theology and narrative and his
questions still help me to ask questions myself. I need to mention Kees Kolbe as a
longtime friend. Kees manages to get my head back out of the clouds by asking some
very down-to-earth questions about the projects that I am involved in. And let me not
forget to mention Jan and Ineke Tielenburg, around us as friends since the beginning
of time, sparring partners in a different way. A special word of thanks goes to Rev dr
Anne Mallaby, our former Whitley College Academic Dean. Anne has been one of the
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great supporters of this project and many others and I thank her and her husband Rev
dr Richard Mallaby for their genuine friendship, collegiality and for introducing me to
the beauty of Melbourne at an early stage. In the process, our children (yes, both the
magnificent 4 and their partners) have been asking the right questions and encouraged
me to finish this well. It is not a secret that while I was writing this lecture, Christiaan
Erwich was finishing his PhD-project on the Psalms. I am looking forward to write
together with him soon. We had some interesting calls about the challenges in all of
it. I mention Christa Erwich-Eijer, the love of my life, and thank her for her never ending
support and love. Finally I would like to honour and thank my colleagues at Whitley
College, with whom I am journeying as a diverse community of learning. Needless to
say that traces of your influence can easily be found back in this text. I thank you for
your support, your commitment and for your excellence in research and theological
education. I include in this a big thank you for the Whitley College Council: it is a great
joy to work together! A special word of thanks to Rev Katrina Lambert. She was willing
to read drafts of this public lecture and I am highly appreciative of her constructive
comments and feedback. A final word of thanks is for the Council of the University of
Divinity and for their trust they have given me.

Ideo Dominus ait, quid? Ego, inquit, vos reficiam. Tollite iugum meum super
vos, et discite a me. Quid, Domine, discimus a te? Scimus in principio te esse
Verbum, et Verbum apud Deum, et Deum Verbum; scimus omnia per te esse
facta, visibilia et invisibilia. Quid a te discimus? Caelum suspendere, terram
solidare, mare diffundere, acrem expandere, omnia elementa animalibus
congruis implere, saecula ordinare, rotare tempora? Quid a te discimus?
An forte, quae operatus es in terra, ipsa vis nos discere? haec vis docere?
Ergo discimus a te leprosos mundare, daemonia pellere, febres fugare,
mari et fluctibus imperare, mortuos suscitare? Nec ista, inquit. Dic ergo,
quid? Quoniam mitis sum et humilis corde.192
My translation of these impressive words:
Therefore says the Lord, well, what? I, he says, will refresh you. Take my yoke
upon you and learn from me. What, Lord, are we to learn from you? We know
that in the beginning you were the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God. We know that all things were made through you, visible
and invisible. What are we to learn from you? Stretch out the sky? Fix the
earth? Pour out the sea? Spread the air around? Fill all the elements with the
appropriate animals, arrange the ages, rotate the seasons? Is that what you
want to teach us? Or would you perhaps want us to learn how to do what you
did on earth? Is that what you want to teach us? We can then learn from you
how to cleanse lepers, drive out demons, chase fever away, command the
sea and the waves and raise the dead? Nothing like that at all, he says. But
what then? Gentleness and humbleness of heart.

I end with the words of Saint Augustine in his sermon on Matthew 11:28-30:
Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble
in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my
burden is light.191
The repetitive question Augustine formulates in his sermon on Jesus’ invitation is: Lord,
what is it then that we can learn? Augustine draws us into a posture of learning. In all
my efforts to theologise I am aware of one thing, more needed than anything else, that
I hope to learn: the unforced rhythms of grace, to be gentle, compassionate and humble
of heart. In the original Latin version of this particular portion of Augustine’s sermon
this emphasis on this needed posture is even more present:
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191

Matthew 11:28-30 (NIV).

May this be our posture of learning: gentleness and humbleness of heart.

Prof dr René Erwich
7 December 2020

192

http://www.augustinus.it/latino/discorsi/index2.htm (accessed September 1, 2020).
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